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Master of Rhiloson^
THE EXPRESSION OF 'NATION' AND 'NATIONAEITY' I 

by Stephen Francis Norelko
VJU >J FRENCH

After discussion of the extent to which nation and 
nationality may be used of the Middle Ages, it is 
postulated that their counterparts may be assumed in order 
to identify the vocabulary to be studied. This is chiefly 
the words gent, terre, peuple, pais, and corresponding 
proper names.

The analogous Eatin vocabulary is first examined, and 
it is shown to be organised in two series, referring to 
ordered societies, and tribal groups. The changes this 
vocabulary undergoes in the early Middle Ages are discussed, 
and examination of gent and peuple in Old Frenhh shows the 
importance of gent, designating the feudal group, and 
also subtending the ethnic adjectives. The use of terre 
and its implications are examined, showing that terre 
denotes named countries, other, partially synonymous, 
terms being of less importance-in-this context^

G^nt and terre are then considered together, showing the 
close relation between them, and how, although feudal terms, 
they can be used to represent something corresponding to 
the modern idea of nation. A further chapter examines the 
relations between the four principal terms, showing how 
their syntactic usage, notably in possessive contexts, 
reflects their content, linking gent and terre with other 
feudal terms, and thus that the expression of nationality 
in Old French is essentially feudal in its articulation.
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ABBREVIATIONS
used in references to authors and works

A
B

ODN
CGT
OB
ON
CR

JjJU

i Cr3

HCF

R

V
VSA
VSI

Amhroise
(Waoe) ^ Roman de Brut
(Villehardouin) Ba Conqu#^e de Constantinople 
(''i;efi()it'') Chronique des duos de Normandie 
Ba Chanson de Guillaume dp Tudele 
Be Couronnement de Bouis 
Be Charroi de Names 
Ba Chanson de Roland
(Bloch & von A^rtburg) Dictionnaire etymologique 

de la longue frangaise
(Ernout & Keillet) Oictionnaire etymologique

la largue latine
(Ambroise) Estolre de la guerre sainte 
(von oArtburg) Eranzdsisches Btymologisohes 

Wbrterbuch
(Buby & ^androu) Histolre de la civilisation 

franpaise
(Wace) Ba Rom in de Rou
(Neyer-BNbke) Romanisches Etymolorisch!

Wdrterbucb 
Villehardouin 
Ba Vie de Saint Alexis
Ba Vir ac oino n TO:

a.v



INTRODUCTION

"Tout vooabulaire exprime une civilisation"
A. Meillet1

The question whether anything which might he called 
a nation, in the modern sense of the word, as it might he 
used, Say, hy a Welsh Nationalist, "The nation . . . la 
an historic community, whose people have shared common 
territory, history, law, institutions, traditions and 
language" , actually can have existed in the Middle Ages 
is open to argument: "II a de mode, chez certains 
historiens plus recents, de refuser aux premiers siecles 
du moyen age toute conscience de groupe nationals ou 
ethnique"^, and more recently still the matter is seen as 
dubious; "if one can speak of nations when one talks of 
the Middle Ages , The purpose of this study is to examine 
that part of the vocabulary of Old French which is used to 
refer to those aspects of medieval civilisation that can 
he seen to correspond to the modern idea, that is to say, 
principally the Old French words gent, peuple, terre, pais, 
and hy looking also at the equivalent vocabulary in

^I^^guistique historlque et linguistioue g^ndrale II
(Paris, 193b): 145. ------- -— --------2Gwynfor Evans MP, in a letter to The Times, 10 OctoberI96d.

Bloch, Ba Society feodsle II (Paris, 1940): 2j2.
^Review of D.D.R. Owen, The Vision of Hell (Edinburgh,1970) 
in the Times .literary c^pplemcnt 3660 (21 April 1972):452.



Classical Latin, and from a comparison of the two, to 
establish how far this vocabulary in Old French may be 
said to reflect the different relationships which underlie 
the organisation of the medieval state, and, if indeed 
there is no consciousness of national or ethnic groups, 
to enquire how the groups of which men were conscious 
were actually envisaged in terms of the vocabulary used 
to denote them.

It has been said that "language alone afford the 
potential for relating man to the cultures which he has
created. Whether this is universally true is perhaps
questionable. Even if "each language lays down its own2boundaries within the amorphous thought-mass" it is not 
to be expected that every aspect of a culture will be 
reflected in the language, nor, conversely, that every 
semantic distinction implied in the language will be 
culturally relevant. It may also be that in a period of 
change and transition such as the middle Ages the vocab
ulary also will be hesitant and unclear: "en matiare d'in- 
stitutions sociales, le desordre des mots entraine presque 
ndhessairement celui des ohoses"^ and this is no doubt true 
reciprocally. To a certain^extent, however, we may accept 
that "the general conclusion to be urawn is that the 
language of a particular society is an integral part of 
its culture, and that the lexical distinctions drawn by 
each language will tend to reflect the culturally-important 
features of objects, institutions and activities in the

---- --- - - --- -
Basilius, "Neo-Humboldtian Ethnolinguistics", Word 8 

(1952); 95.
2E. Rjelmslev, Prolegomena to a theory of language, transE.J. Whitfield, revised edition TEadison, Wis., 1961): 52,
3.M. Bloch, La Booiete f6odale I (Paris, 1939): 126.



1society which the language operates" and the linguistic 
expression of the division of mankind into independent, 
possibly rival, groups or communities does seem to be 
important enough to be worth investigating. It is a topic 
which has interested historians. Denys Hay, for example, 
has traced the growing and changing importance of the 
grouping which we call Europe.For Julien Benda the very 
existence of the words Gallia and Francia symbolised to 
the inhabitants of the region so designated "leur volonte 
d'etre une nation".^' Other historians, while still being 
intrigued by the importance of such labels, are more 
cautious in their assessment of the value which they might 
have had for those who used them: "car si I'on tente — ce 
qui semble de bonne methode — de se r^ferer aux images 
que le mot "France" pouvait d^oquer dans 1'esprit des 
hommes du Xe siecle les mieux outilles pour penser, on 
s'apergoit que celles-ci sont tres floues."^

But, although proper names may have great importance 
as symbols and emotional centres of reference, and for 
that reason the consideration of them will bulk large in 
such a study as this, they seem, as Stephen Ullmann pointed 
out, "to lie outside the province of semantics, or at 
least on the outer fringes of that area."^ The function 
of the proper name is that of identifying, while that of 
the words which make up the vocabulary proper is classifying 
and the object of semantics is the study of this classifio-
1 •J. Byons, Introduction to Theoretical linguistics (Cambridge, 432.2Europe, the emergence of an idea (Edinburgh, 1957).
^Histoire des Frangals, 2nd edition (Paris, 1932): 65.
^G. Duby & R. Mandrou, Hlstoire de la civilisation fra (Abbreviated as HOF)
5 m /, 5th edition (Phris, 1960)^ I, lo,
3^^ Principles of Semantics, 3rd ed.(reprinted Oxford, 
''): 74.1963^"
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ation, of the way in which "le mot socialise et rationalise 
le concept".^ The name Prance identifies an area which 
is classified in the Old French lexicon as terre, and the 
significance of the name will be limited by the meaning 
of the word, which is itself in turn conditioned by two 
sets of factors, linguistic and external.

The linguistic factors which condition meaning are 
the possible relations which a word may contract within 
the language itself. It is accepted that the vocabulary
is not merely "une liste de termes correspondant & autant

2de choses" but a system of relations and oppositions in 
which terms derive their value from their place. The 
external factors are the "social and material realities" 
to w^dch the vocabulary in question is applied^, and the 
relative importance which these have for the users of the 
language. "En r^allte, les mots n'expriment pas les
choses, mals la conscience que les hommes en ont. ,,4

The extent to which such unities as are implied by 
the modern words nation and nationality are expressed in 
the vocabulary of medieval French will therefore not 
depend solely or even primarily on whether these unities 
had any objective existence. Later historians find it 
legitimate and convenient to recognise them — "la France
avait exists avant la Prance bat the question which
is posed here concerns their importance in the eyes of the

G. Matord^ La Methods en lexioologie (Paris, 1953): 43.2 - —
P. de Saussure, Pours de linguistique generale, 3rd ed. (reprinted Paris/ 1969): 97.

Hollyman, La Developnement du vocabulalre fdodal en 
Prance (Geneva-Paris, 1957): 14.
^Matord, La Methods: 43.
^P. Lot, La France des origines a la guerre de cent ans 
(Poris, 1948): 5.



medieval observer. The notion was not in this period a 
complete dead letter. "Nous parlons volontiers d'ltats 
f^odaux. Assurement la notion n'e^ait pas e^rangere au 
bagage mental des doctes: les textes prononcent guelguefois 
le vieux mot de respublioa."^ But in some oases the 
divisions of which men were most clearly conscious trans
cended national boundaries; for example ". . . the final 
division in the world was between Christians and the rest"^ 
an attitude typified in the Chanson de Roland^':

Paien unt tort e chrestiens unt dreit
(eg: 1015)

but where, on the other hand, they did coincide, they 
were seen in a completely different light. The state had 
receded into the background, and its place had been taken 
by the chain of feudal dependencies.^ P. hot remarks,
"Le sentiment national existait, male beaucoup moins fort 
que le sentiment vassalique"^, but in fact, as it is hoped 
to show in what follows, the two were not as easily 
separable, and the one was conceived of in terms of the 
other.

The extension of the franchise in the Roman Empire, 
culminating in the edict of 212 AD, had created what was 
virtually a world-wide state, but the idea of the state 
was already moribund, and the fall of the empire was to 
deliver tne finishing stroke. This is remarked on by 
R. Latouche in the introduction to his translation of 
Gregory of Tours' Historia Francorum: "La notion d'Etat a

1Bloch, La Soclete febdale II; I94
"Hay, Fny/ 21
^Editea by P. Whitehead, 2nd ed.(Oxford, I94G),Abbreviated 
as OR.
^Cf. J. Calmette, La Formation de la France au moven-A^e 
(Paris, 1947); 45. "" " ^----
5La France: 149-50.



8ubi avec la disparition de 1'Empire d'Oocident un coup 
gui lui a.etd fatal, et le vooabulaire m^me de Grdgoire 
de Tours s'en est fait I'echo."^ The present work will 
attempt to show how the vocabulary recorded and echoed 
changing ideas, and, in order to define better the 
"notion d'Etat" as it had previously appeared, will start 
by briefly examining first what this vocabulary had been 
in latin, and then the changes which it underwent during 
the transitional period of the early Middle Ages, before 
turning, in chapter 3, to the analysis proper of the Old 
French vocabulary which was to replace it.

Gr6goire de Tours, Histoire des Francs, traduite du latin par R. latouche (Farls/'l9G3-65j: I, 21.



CHAPTER 1

"II n'y a pas en indo-europ^^n un nom de la ville"
A,

It has been suggested that to the changes in the 
structure of primitive Latin society attendant on the 
creation of the city, "qui suppose le passage du nomadisme 
k la vie sedentaire et l'6tahlissement stable des gentes 
dmigrees" , there corresponds the introduction to the 
Latin vocabulary of a number of new words (urbs, populus, 
plebs), and the specialisation of others (for example, 
civis) in a precise juridical sense. Paradoxically, 
although this vocabulary expressing the divisions within 
and between communities appears to owe its existence in 
this form to the formation of the city, and although the 
city-state was the basic unit of Greek and Roman life and 
civilisation, "dans la pense^ des Remains, la rdalit^ 
fondamentale de la vie politique est la citd^^, the word 
urbs, which is normally translated as 'city*, is in fact 
marginal to this area of the vocabulary. It denotes the 
city, not as community, but as place of habitation, in 
opposition to rus and ager, both referring to the territory 
of the city used for cultivation:

divina natura dedit agros, ars humana aedifioavit
1A. Ernout & A. Meillet, Dictionnaire 4tymologique de la 
langur latine (Abbreviated as DELL^, 4th ed. (Paris, 1959- 
i960): s.v. urbs.pA. Ernout,Aspects du vocabulaire latin (Paris,1954):177. 
^P. Grimal, La Civllisatlbn romaine (Paris, I960): 329.



urbea
(Varro,m Agriculture:!!!.!.!!

Urbe certainly had a great importance for the 
cultivated Roman of the later republic — urbanus and 
urban!tas were the key words of the time — but urbs (and 
its derivatives) came to refer almost exclusively to Rome, 
the city jpar excellence^, and, as Ernout points out^\ this 
specialisation was no doubt a reason for its losing ground: 
it leaves practically no trace in the Romance languages^, 
apart from its fossilisation in a few place-names (for 
example Orvieto, Oviedo). Urbs has nevertheless, for the 
purposes of this study, a negative Importance, since its 
disappearance entails a shift in the rest of the vocabulary 
under discussion, and it will be returned to later,

Oivitas, the word which later replaced urbs (cf. 
Spanish ciudad, Portuguese cidade, Catalan and Occitan 
oiutat^ French cite, Italian citt&, Rumanian cetate, all 
with comparable meanings^) was current beside it in 
Classical latin, although with a meaning different from 
that which it later acquired. Whereas urbs existed with 
the meaning "city as habitation', civitas was used for the 
community, which was not necessarily urban, since the term 
is applied for example by Caesar and fad^us to the tribal 
communities of Gaul and Germany who scarcely possessed 
cities as such. Its derivation from civis was evident,

Cf,C.T. lewis & C, Short, A latin Dictionary (Oxford. 1879): 8.V. urbs.
^Aspects: 178.
^W. Meyer-Dubke, Romanisohes Etymologisches WUrterbuch 
(Abbreviated as REW]"THeidelberh, 1935): s.vT"urb8.
^REW: s.v. civitas.
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supported by a series of analogous derivatives. It did 
in fact belong to "the most productive type of guabiative 
abstracts derived from adjectives and nouns"^, together 
with such words as libertas derived from liber, and 
urbanitas, already referred to, from urbanus, and the
series was very evidently living and productive, since2Cicero was able to coin qualitas from quails.

The formal meaning of civitas, the relation in which 
it stands to its base, may be illustrated by a sentence of 
Cicero,

omnibus municipibus duas esse censeo patrias, unam 
naturae, alteram civitatis

(haws: 2,2,5)
later in the context "naturae" is picked up and expanded.
It is explained (in reference to Cato) by the phrase "quom 
esset Tusculi natus". Similarly, "civitatis" could be 
replaced in the sentence quoted by a phrase such as "quia 
elves sunt". The substitution of this phrase would not 
substantially affect the meaning of the sentence: the 
English translation (translation being a convenient, though 
no more than adequate, means of indicating meaning) would 
in either case be something like: 'In my opinion, everyone 
from the free townships has two homelands, one by birth, 
and one by citizenship'.

In this sense, the term corresponds quite closely with 
the suggested English translation, 'citizenship', in that 
both are abstracts, in a specialised sense of abstract: 
that is to Say, civitas is the abstract of those features, 
rights, duties, and so forth, which the elves have in

^C.D. Buck, Comparative Grammar of Greek and latin 
(Chicago, 1933): 332.o'Ernout & Meillet, DELI: s.v. quails.



common, with, however, the reservation that, in common 
with other ^atin "abstracts", oivitas was also capable of 
more concrete senses. Just as servitium, for example, 
might be opposed to imperium or regnum (abstract nouns in 
the ordinary sense of the word) to mean 'slavery', or to
plebs to mean 'the class of slave: ,1 so oivitas might
have the sense of English 'citizenry', as in the following 
examples, where the usage of civitas is seen to be the 
same for Gaul and Germany:

totius fere Galliae legati principes civitatum ad 
Caesarem gratulatum convenerunt

(Caesar, Gallic War:l,30,l) 
Cimbri . . . parva nunc civitas, sed gloria ingens

(Tacitus, Germania: 37)
sed arma sumere non ante cuiquam moris guam oivitas 

suffeoturum probaverit
(Germania: 13)

In some of the other uses of oivitas, however, this 
concrete sense becomes more vague, and oivitas appears to 
denote not citizenship, nor the body of citizens, but 
rather a corporate entity which transcends the individuals 
comprising it. This is apparently the case for instance 
in,

quorum singuli saluti hulc civitati fuerunt
(Cicero, Republic: 1,1)

where the sense cannot obviously be reduced to either of 
the broad headings already mentioned. It is in this sense 
that civitas could overlap with respublica:

^"oum seoum ipse reputaret quam gravis casus in servitium 
ex regno foret"(3allu8t, Jugurtha:62,9); "lycurgus . . . 
agros locupletium plebi, ut servitio, colendos dedit" 
(Cicero, Republic:3,9;16); of. Ernout, Aspects: chapter 6, 
from where these exa.ples are taken.
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civitatem esse omnem in armis; diviaum aenatum, 
diviaum populum

(Gallic War: 7,32,5)'
our in una republica duo aenatus et duo paene iam 

populi aint
(Republic: 1,19)

However, the difference between reapublioa and civitaa 
may be demonatrated by substituting respublica in the 
sentence quoted above from Republic:!,1. ^"Quorum ainguli 
saluti huic reipublicae fuerunt" would mean, not 'who were 
each the salvation of the state', but 'who were each the 
salvation of the constitution', since, whereas any 
organised community could be said to constitute a civitas 
by definition:

civitas, quae eat constitutio populi
(Republic: 1,26)

of which the civis was necessarily member, and to which 
in consequence any threat would be external, respublica 
referred to the particular kind of internal organisation, 

et talis est quaeque res publics, qualis eius aut 
natura aut voluntas, qui illam regit

(Republic: 1,31)
which was not inherent in the community, since the 
individual citizen was free not to participate in it:

negant sapientem suscepturum ullam rei publicae 
partem

(Republic: 1,6)
and which was vulnerable to change from within — the 
Latin expression for 'revolution' was novgres^ — and, 
not surprisingly, since the word is of course a latinism, 
Modern French republique has a similar sense, each 
r6publique, from the first to the fifth, being character
ised by a different constitution.
1 Cf -ust, Catiline 2d,4; 37,1.
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E^spublioa was of course the res of the populus, and 
was commonly contrasted with rss privatae 'private 
interests'. Cicero insists on this decomposition* 

est igitur . . . res puhlica res populi
.(Republic: 1,25)

res publica, quae . . . populi res est
(Republic: 1,26)^

In its form a close parallel to English commonwealth, res 
pnblica is similar to it in meaning, both being applied 
equally to the public interest ond to the political 
structure which serves it.^

Ropulus, on which respublica thus depended,was one of 
a group of four terms which might perhaps be considered as 
synonyms, since they could all equally be translated by 
'people'. However, the relationship holding between these 
terms, ^npulus, p^ebs, gens, natio, although there was a 
certain degree of overlap, was not one of interchangeability 
but of concurrence. Populus, on the one hand, and gens 
and natio, on the other, imply a vertical division, 
according to diiferent criteria, while plebs, denoting a 
class of society, implies a horizontal division. Populus 
was generally applicable to any tribe:

tu regere imperio populos, Romane, memento
(Vergil, Aeneid: 6,851)

. . . utrius populi Horatii, utrius Curiatii fuerint
1,24)

Inese are of course statements of more than etymology. 
Compare, in a similar vein, "itaque nulla alia in civitate 
nasi in qua populi potestas summa est, ullum domicilium 
libertas habet" (1,31).
^^if. New English Dictionary (Oxford, 1888): s.v. common- 
wealth, sections 2,3,4.

12



eodem anno Frisii, transrhenanus populus . . .
(Tacitus, Annals: 4,72)

but was normally the only word used for the Roman people:
"pentru poporul roman fnsa termenul folosit este fntot-
deauna populu8"^\ In this use, in which it was coupled

2frequently with senatus , it implied^ no doubt in large 
measure because of the influence of respublica, a stable 
community linked by commvn laws, and a definite social 
structure:

populus autem non hominum ooetus quoquo modo 
congregatus, sed ooetus multitudinis iuris consensu et 
utilitatis communione sociatus

(Cicero, Republic: 1,25)
and it is in this sense that it is applied by Livy to the 
cities of the Etrurian league:

legatis circa duodeoim populos missis
(bivy: 4,23)

itaque a Perusia et Cortona et Arretio, quae ferme 
capita Etruriae populorum ea tempestate erant

(blvy: 9,37)

Thus, because of the availability of gens and natio 
for other communities, in some writers, of whom Caesar is 
one, it might be used normally for only the Roman people: 
"este de semnalat fnsa oa unii scriitori, pentre a face 
distinc^ie, intrebuin^eaza numai pentru poporul roman 
ouvfntul populus, cita vreme oelelalte neamuri sfnt

1 ■P. Demetrescu, "Istoricul cuvintului populus", Analele Uhiversitatii din Bucure^ti (Seria ^tiin^e SocialsjlU 
XI96I): vol. 23 (FilologieT: 560, 'for the Roman people 
however, the term used is always populus'.OThe formula SPQR was current in all periods, and even 
survived into imperial times, when the meaning of populus 
had merged with plebs, and the partnership to which it 
referred was no longer a valid force.

13



desemnate prin gens $1 natio"^, and in the example alreaay
2quoted where Caesar departs from this usage hy applying 

populus to a Gallic tribe, this is because the tribe is 
here considered as an ordered civitas, composed of senate 
and people.

Conversely, although gens might be used in connection 
with Roman society, it had then a closely circumscribed 
sense, being limited to the Roman family groups or clans 
(bearing a common name, the nomen gentilicium: Julia,
Claudia gens etc.). Since the term familia was also--------  ---- --------
available to denote individual families within the gens , 

Sulla gentis patriciae nobilis fuit, familia prope 
iam exstincta

(Sallust, Jugurtha: 95,3)
there was no contradiction between this usage and the use 
of the word in the wider sense of 'tribe' or 'race', and 
it was thus currently applied to non-Roman tribes:

Sueborum gens est longe maxima et bellicosissima 
Germanerum omnium

(Cgllic War: 4,1,1)
Ipsos Germanos indigenas crediderim minimeque 

aliarum gentium adventibus et hospitiis mixtos
(Tacitus, Germania: 2)

In this sense it might be replaced by natio, a 
concretised abstract derived from nascor^l which was

Demetrescu, loc cit, 'it should be pointed out however 
that some writers make a distinction by reserving populus 
for the Roman people, other tribes being referred to by 
gens or natio.'
? '"Above:ll, "civitatem esse omnen in armis, divisum 
senatum, divisum populumT.
^Cf. Rrnout, Aspects: 174.

s.v. nascor. Gens was similarly linked by. .its 
etymology with the idea of birth,though not so transparent
ly, cf. DEll: s.v. gigno.

14



apparently however somewhat broader in scope:
Natio est omnis Gallorum admodum dedita religionibus

(Gallic War: 6,16,1)

The tendency to reserve populus, normally, although 
not necessarily, qualified by the adjective Romanus, for 
the people of Home led consequently to gentes acquiring 
the sense 'foreigners',

qui tot annis de imperio cum populo Romano omnium 
gentium vlctore certasset

(Cicero,de^ Oratore: 2,18,76) 
and 16fstedt^ sees in this usage the germ of the later,
Christian use of gentes with the sense of 'gentiles',

?'heathen'." However, this Christian use of ge^tes, even 
if it can be seen to have its starting point in Classical 
Latin usage, is more probably a reflection of the Greek 
ethne and the Hebrew goyim, of which it was normally the 
translation^, and it would seem unnecessary to suppose a 
"strongly pejorative"^ sense of gentes in profane ^atin 
to account for it. It would on the other hand lead us to 
expect Christian Latin to use populus correspondingly in 
the sense 'congregation', 'faithful', and this does seem 
to be borne out by later texts.

Pleb2* the fourth term in this series, originally
referred to the unassimilated lower orders of society at 
Rome, "multimea necuprinsa in gens $i lipsita de orlceadrepturl"^, originally distinct from the populus, and an
1-r]. Ldfstedt, Late Latin (Oslo, 1959): 74.
"As in, for example, Rsalm 2: "Quure fremuerunt gentes 
C. Tagllavini, Storia di Parole (Brescia, 1963): 9-12,
LdTstedt, Late ^%tin: 754.

5 Demetrescu: 563-64, 'the masses not belonging to a gen: 
and deprived of all rights'. ' ""

9



echo of this earlier,use is to be seen in hivy: -
non enim populi sed plebis eum ^ugistratum esse

(2,56,11)

By the end of the fourth century^ with the granting 
of more extensive rights to the plehs, and its eventual 
inclusion within the populus, the distinction became 
invalid, at least as it had formerly existed:

plebs autem a populo eo distat, quod populi 
appellations universi cives signiflcantur, connumerotis 
et p'triciis, plebis autem appellatlone sine putriciis 
oeteri cives significantur

(Gaius, Institutes: 1, 3)
In the classical period plebs was still in use as a term 
for the lower classes,

nsm plebes paene servorum habetur loco
IGollic ,Yar: 5,13)

but the consequence for the later development of the 
vocabulary of the disappearance of the plebs as a class
distinct from the populus was that both terms came to bepused as synongms^q

dat populus, dot gratus eques, dat tura senatus 
(Partial: 6,15)

with an inevitable weakening in the sense of populus.

However, olth
points such as this, it w

system did present some weak 
in the main stable throughout 

the classical period and beyond, although it is of course 
true that to an extent this stability may have been the 
result of conscious effort on the part of certain writers 
anxious to mould their vocabulary to their own view of

Cary, ^ 
chapter 10.
2

History of R: re, 2nd ed. (london, 1954)
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1the institutions referred to^. On the one hand there was 
a group of three terms used in application to societies 
which presented an ordered structure: ^Ivitas, expressing 
both the bond of citizenship and the community united by 
it; jpqpulus (with which we may bracket plebs, since the 
word was applied either to one of the orders within the 
populus, or as a synonyms for it), the whole body of 
members of the state — "populi appellatione universi cives 
sagnificantur" — and res publica the commonwealth of 
these citizens. On the other hand, there was the division 
into ethnic groups, for which the terms gens and natio 
were used. These two main divisions were not mutually 
exclusive, ond the one could be to some extent superimposed 
on the other. The gentes of Germany and Gaul were seen as 
organised in oivitates, and the Roman people (typically 
the populus) was subdivided into gentes who descended 
from common ances 
vocabulary as

to: ?he main weakness of this

with plebs, and,
system was that populus could be synonymous 
further, th

respubli

mechanisms of this chang 
vocabulary of medieval 1 
following chapter.

^ populus,
.ted in its
the Roman

1 of the VO
;ral to thi.
it can be
will be di

us, together
ica^ioj

The

1 Of. above: 12, note 1; and below: 21
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CHAPTER 2

"Hes mots, aans doute, ne tombent pas du oiel; ils 
naissent a leur heure"

G. Mator^^

The appearance of a neologism (as Kator^ defines it, 
"acoeption nouvelle introduite dans le vocabulaire d'une 
langue a nne e^oqne determin^e"^) is generally imputable 
to external, non—linguistic circumstances. Its appearance 
is likely to have only a limited effect on the vocabulary 
as a whole. This is due primarily to the inertia of 
language, "the most massively resistant of all social 
phenomena"^. There is in the first place resistance to 
innovation: "il ne suffit pas de cr^er un mot, il faut 
aussi le faire vivre"^, and it is not only "a des 4poques 
puristes"^ that new creations do not easily establish 
themselves. Moreover, even when established, the new 
creations will of necessity operate along the lines already 
laid down by the pre-existing pattern: the network of 
relations within the vocabulary may be extended or more 
finely reticulated, but the overall pattern may hardly 
be changed.

Furthermore, this same inertia may maintain words in

'la Methode: 42,
la Methode: 41.
F. Sapir, language (New York, 1A21): 220

^K. Nyrop, Grammaire historique de la langue francai 
(Copenhagen, igoh-ju): IIIT9T se
5Mator4, la Motnode: 42.
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the vocabulary even though the objects and institutions 
which they denote disappear or are replaced. The word 
may continue ^o be used in its original meaning, and thus 
become as it were fossilised, surviving only as an 
archaism, or, and this is potentially,of more significance, 
the meaning may change, as the word comes to be applied 
to a succession of things serving approximately the same 
function for the speaker^. The demise of a word, there
fore, does not depend solely on external oiroumstanoes, 
but rather on a multiplicity of causes, both linguistic 
and non-linguistic, often inextricably interwoven. There 
is, in spite of the conservatism of language, a process 
of wastage, as words — perhaps it would be more accurate 
to say people — die out, and this process may naturally, 
at times of rapid transmission, be accelerated; thus it 
could be argued that the reduction in the word-store of 
Vulgar Latin, in comparison with the classical language, 
is a result of the rapid spread of Latin as the admini
strative language of the Roman empire, and the consequent 
necessity for the local populations to learn in a relative
ly short space of time a minimum of Latin to ensure basicpcommunication .

If the stability of a language is not easily affected 
by innovation, the loss of a word for any reason has often 
been seen as an event of possibly greater consequence.
Gaps in the system may lead to chain reactions; "and so 
with the community of words: when one goes, its estates 
and duties are divided up; its successors have new and

^Cf. on this latter point S. Ullmann, Principles: 209-11; 
Semantics, an introduction to the science of meaning (Oxford, 1962): 195.
2S.P. Noreiko, "La reduction du vocabulaire latin s'est- 
-elle produite en latin vUlgaire ou en proto-roman?". 
Bulletin des jeunes romanistes 1? (I9YO); 1-4.
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sometimes embarrassing duties, wbiioh they can often 
perform only by divesting themselves of some of their 
earlier functions."^ It could be said however that the 
loss of any one word, depending as it does on so many 
factors, is not necessarily historically significant:
"ce n'est qu'un accident parmi tous ceux gu'enregistre 
I'histoire d'une langue.^^ It is preferable to consider 
that the significance belongs rather to the changes in 
the overall picture, to the sum of shifts, losses, and 
replacements.

Thus, the disappearance of for example latin castrum, 
at least from the spoken language of ^aul, is of no 
particular significance, since the word is merely supplant
ed by its diminutive form castellum, which offered no doubt 
a more substantial phonetic form, whereas the loss of urbs, 
identified too closely with one particular city, and also 
at a disadvantage phonetically, since, as well as being a 
short word, it also presented a rare consonantal group^, 
has as a consequence a change in the meaning of oivltas, 
and what is important to note here is that olvitas in its 
former meaning is not replaced, since the historical 
circumstances no longer required it.

Wartburg notes that by the end of the first century 
BC, that is to say, very soon after the establishment of 
the principate at Rome, the word respablica was already 
rare^\ and there was a tendency among Augustan writers

J. Orr, Words and Sounds in English and French (Oxford.1953): 91: "--------------
2Saussurc, Cours; 132.
^'Cf. further below/ 24.

Bloch & W. von Wartburg, Dictionnaire 4tymologique de 
lu langue frangaise (Abbreviated"a8~DElEy, Sth'ed.CParlsT 
I960I: s.v. repualTque.
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to substitute for it res Romana^, a tendency which, in all 
probability, represents a conscious effort to replace the 
old affective term with one equally emotive, but politic
ally anodyne, linked no doubt with the apotheosis of Rome 
and the spread of the cult of "Roma et Augustus"Rare 
though it did become, the word did not disappear from 
written hatin completely, but as the constitution denoted 
by it was superseded, it only survived as an archaism, 
stripped of its "republican" connotations. The use of it 
in later Latin appears to be an appeal to tradition, an 
indication of "the respect for the forms of the past" 
which Professor hay recognises as a characteristic of the 
period following the fall of the Roman Empire^. In the 
work of Gregory of Tours for example the word is applied 
only to the remnant of empire in the East which preserved 
the appearance of continuity^^

qul multas gentes non tarn gladio quam vigiliis et 
oratlone oonpesouit, rem publicam confirmavit, 
Constantlnopuli urbem victor ingressus est

(Historia Francorum: 1,42)
The whole of this passage, including the use of urbs to 
refer to the capital city, has an archaicising ring to it. 
In the Variae Epistulae of Cassiodorus, which date from 
the first half of the same century, a similar tendency is 
to be remarked. The word occurs for example in a letter 
from Theodoric to the emperor Anastasius, where it is

DEEP: s.v. republique; Lewis & Short,Latin Dictionary: 
s.v. res.
^M. Cary & T.J. Haarhoff, Life and Thought in the ^reek 
and Roman World (London, ll6lj: 32b. It should not be 
forgotten that"an important aim of Augustan patronage was 
the enlistment of the writer as propagandist, of. J.W. 
Duff, Literary History of Rome, 3nd ed. (London, 1953): 
II, 317.
^The Ke.ieval Centuries (London, 1964): 16.
^This was pointed out by R. Latouche in the introduction 
to his translation: I, 21.
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applied to the eastern Empire,
in re publica vestra didioimus

(1,1,2)
or it is used to liken the Gothic kingdom to the Empire: 

inter utrasque res publioas
(1,1,4)

But it may be replaced in the same context by regnum, with 
little distinction,

regnum nostrum imitatio vestra est
(1,1,3)

and it would appear evident from this that it is merely 
the word which has survived, with no trace of the sense 
of the organisation once denoted by it.

This eclipse of respublica was accompanied by a 
weakening of the meaning of populus. Although the old 
distinction between populus and plebs had become less 
important with the inclusion of the latter class within 
the state, and there are sporadic examples in writers of 
the republican period of populus used for plebs^, the two 
did not become fully synonymous until the imperial period, 
"quand a et^ perdu le sens de la vieille organisation 
sociale et politique"^: the body of citizens to which the 
terms were applied had then long since ceased to play any 
part in the business of the state, and accordingly populuS 
declined to the meaning of 'mass', 'multitude'. There is 
little evidence of reciprocity in this development: Ernout 
and ^billet note that counter-examples of plebs in the 
sense of populus are rare^, and this would appear to be 
the sign that the convergence of the two terms was a

1Demetrescu: 566.
-DEEB: ,V. plebs
DEEE: s.v. plebs,
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result of a change in the meaning of populus only. Plebs 
survived in Christian latin with the meaning 'unhaptised 
faithful', which is a transposition of its original sense 
to the Christian register^, another fact which would lead 
us to expect a similar evolution for populus, hut plehs 
was eventually ousted from the common language by the 
concurrence of populus, which, now that the idea of the 
free citizen body and the prestige attaching to it were 
no longer felt as relevant or important, came to mean 
merely 'subjects', and acquired the pejorative overtones 
which had formerly belonged to plebs; one of the Variae 
(1,30), concerning circus rivalries, mentions with some 
disdain "querela populorum". The word now comes to be 
used beside gens with no apparent feeling of opposition 
between the two terms:

Omni quippe regno desiderabilis debet esse 
tranquillitas qua et populi proficiunt et utilitas 
gentium oustoditur

(Variae: 1,1,1)
At times it even appears that the old opposition between
the native 8 and foreign gentes has been reverseda

quod gentem Francorum prisca aetate residem 
felioiter in nova proelia ooncitastis et Alamannicos 
populos . . . subdidistis

(Variae: 2,41,1)

It was suggested above that urbs, although not

^Du Cange,Clossarium mediae et infimae latinit^tis(Niort, 
1883-87):8.V. plebs; Ernout,^3peots:213. hemetrescu's 
assertion "a disparut plebs in limbile romanice" (569) is 
not strictly accurate, since the word is continued by 
Italian pleve, but it would appear that it was only used 
in Christian latin: pieve (like Welsh plwyf, and F16- in 
Breton place-names) means 'parish' (cf. DELI; ; A. 
Dauzat & C. Rostaing, Dictionnaire etymologique des noms 
de lieu en France (Paris, 1963).
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belonging directly to this sector of the vocabulary, had 
a negative effect on it by its disappearance. It can be 
seem from some of the examples quoted in the previous 
chapter how the areas of meaning covered by urbs and 
civitas were contiguous, and might overlap. The use of 
civitas for urbs was rare, but not in fact unknown in 
classical hatin. IGfstedt says, "Gemieden wird civitas= 
'Stadt' naturlich im allgemeinen von Cicero, dagegen 
finded wir es bei Dolabella"^,

ut tu te vel Athenas vel in quamvis quietam recipias 
civitatem

(Cicero,Ad Pamiliares: 9,9,3)
but there is in fact an instance in Cicero's own writings2of civitas used in opposition to ager :

eos plane non solum ex agris verum etiam ex 
civitatibus suis profugisse

Cicero,Second Verrine:3,52,l2l)
Therefore, when urbs began to fall out of general use,
both because of its "structure phonetique rare et difficile"
and also because of its tendency to be limited in its

3application to Rome , 
functions:

muros civitatis 
tutius est

civitas naturally took over its 

. . augere nobis quam diruere

(Tacitus, Histories: 4,65) 
sic et urbium captarum crescit miservtio. Sine 

dubio enim, qui dicit expugnatam esse civitatem . . .
(Quintilian: 8,3,67)

"{—--— ^^Philologischer Kommentar zur Peregrlnatio Aetheriae 
(Uppsala, 1911, reprinted harmstadt, 1962): 175.
^Quoted in DEhh: s.v. civis (although both editions con
sulted, the third of 1951, the fourth of 1959-60,
give the reference incorrectly), but not elsewhere; lewis
& Short agree with hbfstei 
^Ernout, Aspects: 193; 178

statement
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Such examples become more common in post-classical Latin, 
and the process continues: the leregrinatio Aetheriae 
uses civitas, never urbs or oppidum^.

The new sense of civitas was however acquired at the 
expense of the old. The two were evidently too close 
together to be denoted by the one word without risk of 
confusion, and the former senses of 'citizenship' and 
'citizenry' were lost. Thus, when the word is used by 
Gregory of Tours it refers only to the city, and not to 
the community: he begins a description of Dijon thus, 

est autem castrum firmissimis muris in media 
planitiae et satis jocunda conpositum 
and ends it with the remark:

qui cur non oivitas dicta sit, ignore
(Historia: 3,19)

This development was not without a certain importance 
for the toponymy of a large area of what is now France.
It has often been pointed out that "un gran numero di nomi 
di luogo della Franoia risalgono a nomi di tribu gallichij^ 
The explanation for this is quite simple: the community 
had always been called civitas, and when, with the decline 
of urbs, civitas became ambiguous, civitas de Ferisiis, 
for example, might be understood to mean either the 
community, or the chef-lieu of that community, the town of 
lutetla, and, as civitas lost its former sense, the name 
Farlsiis, ousting the old lutetia, came to be applied only 
to the town/. Because of this it is possible to determine
1

9,
Ldfstedt, Kommentar: 174; Ernout, Aspects: 178.

Alessio, la Origin! del Francese (Florence,1946):! 
also Dauzat, Les noms de lieux (Paris, 1926, reprinted 
1963): 123;
IV, 526-27.

C. Jullian, Histoire de la Gaule (ihris, IgOS):
3Dauzat, Les noms de lieux: 123



the date at which the change in the meaning of civitas 
was completed. In general the name of the community seems 
to have gained its ascendancy during the fourth century^, 
following a period of fluctuation which began in the firstOhalf of the third oentury^\ It would appear then that the 
process must have been completed by about 250 AD. This, 
as both Jullian, and Dauzat after him, point out^, is very 
soon after the edict of Caraoalla of 212 AD which granted 
Roman citizenship to all inhabitants of the empire. It 
is, to say the least, ironic that the loss of clvitas in 
the sense 'citizenship' should coincide so closely with 
the extension of universal citizenship, and the fact has 
not passed without comment. Dauzat sees in this substit
ution of the name of ^he community for the name of the 
town "1'indice d'un profond bouleversement social"^\ But 
this development was, as has been shown, set in motion by 
linguistic causes which date far back. What is significant 
here is that there is not a reaction, that no new term is 
found to carry on the old sense of civitas, and even this 
is not surprising: the Saussurean dictum "dans la langue 
il n'y a que des differences"^ is true in more ways than 
one. When the citizenship had become common to all, and 
the edict of 212 was no more than the ratification of a 
state of affairs which had been developing for a long time, 
it no longer represented an important distinction, and 
there was consequently no longer any need to reserve a 
term for it.

Of this group of words, only gens and natio continued
1Dauzat & Rostaing, Diotionnaire: passim.
^Jullian, Histoire: 17, 529.
^Jullian, Histoire: 17, 525; Dauzat, Des noms de lleux: 
123-24.
4,
5
Des noms de lie::x: 124.
Pours de line^istique gAnerale: 166
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into this medieval period unchanged in meaning. There is 
however in their use a change of degree which is fully as 
significant as a change in kind. With the harharian 
invasions and the fall of the western empire, barbarian 
and Roman mingle, but they do not mix, and within and 
without the several kingdoms, it is the distinction of 
race which becomes important, a distinction which is most 
evident in the legal sphere, in the "personnallte des 
lois", whereby Goth, Roman, or Prank, no matter where he 
dwelt, was judged according to the laws of his people^.
Gens accordingly becomes the focal point of the vocabulary, 
and it recurs constantly:

novis regibus mos est per diversas gentes provectus 
sui gaudia nuntiare ■

(Variae: 10,2,1)
numquid vos nova gentis facies ulla deterruit

(Variae; 10,14,3)
Similar examples are common.

It was noted in chapter 1 that the "hour" is conject
ured to have struck for the political and ethnic vocabulary 
of Latin with the foundation of the city. This, although 
conjectural, is highly probable, and it further appears 
that this vocabulary was maintained in use during the 
period of internal development and external expansion and 
conquest until it was no longer firmly enough rooted in 
reality to withstand the processes of wastage considered 
above. But the decline of this vocabulary must be assumed 
to antedate the "disparition dc 1'Umpire d'Occident". The 
link between the two phenomena is not a direct one of 
cause and effect. Rather, the linguistic upheaval is a 
symptom of a climate of opinion which undermined the

^F. Lot, Les Invasions germnniques (Paris, 1945): 192-95; 
R.H.C. Davis,"A History of Medieval Europe (London, 1957) 
36.
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empire, and made it the more vulnerable to external 
pressures.-

The notions underlying the classical vocabulary 
belonged essentially to the small city-state community, 
and could not be transferred to the wider plane of the 
empire. Just as modern democracy has little in common 
with the Attic kind beyond the name, so, after the estab
lishment of the principate, the Roman citizenship became

]_"passive", and lost its political significance . The 
edict of 212 was the final ratification of a process which 
had been long und^r way, and as the citizenship had spread, 
it had lost in importance. Similarly with populus and 
respublica: the closing centuries of the pre-Christian 
era had been times of unrest and upheaval at Rome, Sulla 
and Caesar had each in his turn threatened and modified 
the existing order, and Augustus had claimed to have 
restored it. The heightened significance of respublica 
in this period may accordingly be attributed to the con
sciousness of the threat to it, but, the crisis past, the 
term declines into obscurity.

During the centuries that followed the fall of the 
empire, the vocabulary centres on two terms, gens and 
regnum. As ?. Dot remarks, "la seule institution qui 
subslsta fut la royautd^", and it has been seen how regnum 
was substituted for respublica. The two terms gens and 
regnum sum up the framework of the society of the Dark 
Ages, as they are called^ until a new factor enters into 
play, "la preeminence de la terre, a laquelle I'homme se 
rive de plus en plus, et qui aura pour point d'aboutisse- 
ment le servage feodal et la territorialite des ooutumes

^A.N. oherwin-White, The Romen Oitizenahip (Oxford, 1939): 
168.
^^Des Invasions germaniques: 213.
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1remplagant la personnalit^ des lois" . It is with the 
Old French' vocabulary which reflects this that this study 
will now he concerned.

Dauzat, les noms de lieux: 124
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CHAPTER 3

"Eea mots n'ont plus le meme sens qu'autreiois"
1Raymond Queneau

In the preceding chapters an attempt has been made 
to illustrate the chief distinctions drawn in the latin 
vocabulary for national and ethnic groups, and to show 
how these were no longer maintained in the medieval Latin 
texts. Attention will now turn to the popular language, 
to the earliest texts in French.

Where classical Latin had possessed four terms for 
designating national or ethnic communities, populus, plebs, 
gens, natio, in Old French we find only two: gent and 
peuple. Nation, coming from natio, is still found on 
occasion, but seems no longer to be important in its old 
sense. Bloch and Wartburg describe it as a borrowing.from 
Latin^\ and the forms which are generally found, natipun, 
nacioun, with the absence of a diphthong in the first 
syllable^, mark it as a learned word, as does also the 
fact that in most, if not all, instances it reverts to its 
etymological meaning^\ as in the following examples;

Iceste mort, dum le Satan 
leneit pris nostre pere Adan 
E toz ceus en damnation

"Zazie dans le Metro (Paris, 1959): 140.
-BELF: s.v.
3
4-dee above
Of ration raison.

14, note 4,
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Qui de lui orent nation 
Descendement ne concreance,
Oct Dex destruite . . .
("Benoit",Chronique des dues de Normandie;26349-54)' 

Desci q.u'en 1'encarnation 
Que le filz Deu prist nation 
(Amdroise, 1'Estoire de la guerre sainte: 12349-50)

Although Godefroy^ evidently lists no examples of the 
word in its modern meaning, in accordance with the stated 
principle of his dictionary, lommatzsch does cite instances 
of the meanings 'Volk', and 'Heimat, Vaterland'^. Some 
of these however might also and as well he explained as 
examples where the etymological sense is still predominant, 
and in general this modern sense seems to he later: 
although Bloch and Warthurg give the twelfth century as 
the date of the modern meaning , examples are rare, and 
the FEW^ gives the date 1270 for the meaning 'reunion 
d'hommes habitant un m^me territoire et ayant une origine
commune,
etc.

des institutions communes, une langue ide: .qu(

^puhliee d'apres le manuscrit de Tours ... par C. Fahlin 
(Uppsala, 1951-54). Ahhreviated as CDN.
^^uhli^^ et traduite ... par G. Paris (Paris, 1897). Ah- 
hreviated as A, EGS.
^Dictionnaire de I'ancienne langue francaise(Paris,l880-
1902).

Tohlers Altfranz^sisches Wdrterhuch herausgegehen von
E. Lommatzsch (hAnshaden, 1^15-
5.'DEEP: s.v.
^W. von Warthurg, Franzdsisohes Etymologisches Wdrterhuch 
(Bonn-Eeipzig, 1922- ).
^fhe word appears common enough in the Eatin of the period 
however: cf. Robert le Moine, Hierosolymitana Expeditio (in J.P. Kigne, Patrologla Eatina (Paris, 188071 CEV, 669- 
758): IV,4, "ut terror eius fieret in universis nstionibus 
. . . et vicinas nationes eorum disterminahat gladio". The
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Of the surviving pair, neuple has the distinction of
appearing in the earliest text which may he called French, 
the Strashurg Oaths:

pro deo amur et pro Christian pohlo et nostro commun
salvament

We may here recall the particular senses of 'heathen' 
and 'unhaptised faithful' which were given to the words 
gentes and plehs in Christian latin , and the corresponding 
evolution which may he inferred for populus, and it should 
not surprise us therefore that in this context of the 
Oaths, taken solemnly in the sight of Cod and men, peuple 
should occur specifically in the sense of 'Christian people' 
The word appears also' in other hagiographio contexts. In 
the Vie de oaint heger^, for example, we find,

Missae cantet, fist lo mult hen 
Pohl' et lo rei communiet

(VSI: 82-83)
where pohle would seem to mean no more than 'congregation'. 
And in the Chronlque des dues de Normandie, find, again 
in a religious context, two instances of peuple used in 
contrast with gent, in a way which evidently reflects the 
use of the two terms in Christian ^^tin:

L'eveques fait les sainz sonner
ToontinuedJ senses listed hy Du Cange seem to he narrower.
e.g.: §4, 'regio', and also the peculiar later medieval 
meaning of 'the different groups in the university constit
uted hy people from the different provinces'(nationes §1), 
which occurs also in Middle French; Codefroy, complement: 
s.v. nacion, lists examples of the sense 'tous ceux d'une 
meme nation qui hahitent en pays stranger'; of. also FEW: 
s.v.
^In A. Henry, Chrestomathie de la litt^rature en ancien 
franpais, 4th ed.Thorne, 1967): 1,1.
^Df, Idfstedt, late latin: 74.
^In W. Foerster & F. Koschwitz, Altfranzdsisches Uehungs- 
huch, 6th ed.(leipzig, 1921): 78 sqq. Abbreviated as VSl.



As jenz e au pople assembler
(CDN: 1669-70)

Li evesques per son fillol 
Chante la messe hautement 
E 11 poples Vint e la jent

'(CDN: 1696-98)
where we may interpret pople as 'congregation' in view of 
the context, and jent as referring to the people at large. 
This is in fact at variance with the general use of both 
peuple and gent as they appear to be used normally, but 
the Latin usage, and the frequency with which peuple 
occurs in this kind of context argues for considering 
peuple as having this special sense in a particular 
register of the vocabulary.

It was noted by Demetrescu^ that later Latin populus 
has often merely the sense of 'great number', and it is 
in this sense that the word appears to be used in the 
majority of other examples which are to be found in Old 
French. Feuple is definitely the less common of the two 
words, and in many of its occurrences it is used together 
with and in opposition to gent: we note at once that, 
apart from the religious sense of the word, which belongs 
to a specialised vocabulary rather than to the common 
language, peuple has no connotation of any cohesion or 
unity in the group which it denotes; a peuple is a hetero
geneous assemblage. The word is used, for example, to 
denote the many and diverse peoples who settled in Europe, 
and from whom the present populations are descended,

For les estranges poples nez
(CDN: 279)

there being between them no necessary connection. It is

^"Istoricul cuvintului populus": $70,
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also used for a motley crew of warriors assembled from 
all over the countryside:

Estrange pople unt assemble
(CPE: 3364)

It may also be used for the population, the inhabit- 
snts of a region or a town, in the sense defined by the 
FEW as, 'ensemble des habitants d'un pays qui n'appartien- 
nent ni ^ la noblesse ni k la haute bourgeoisie' — a 
qualification which is significant, implying as it does 
the exclusion of those thus designated from groups which 
possess a unity of their own — as in:

Vit son pople multepleier
(Wace,I^ Roman de hrut:12l5)' 

Veneit li poples et naisseit 
Molteploect si e creisseit

.1

(CDN: 2227-28)
Si que en paiz e en quitanoe 
I puicson vivre et tu renner 
E le pople dreit governer

(CPN: 2294-96)

In Old Occitan, at a rather later date, some time 
after the start of the Albigensian Crusade in 1209, the 
usage is the same: for example in,

Kas al mais del poble sapchatz que no agreia
(la Chanson de Guillaume de Tud61e: 17,5)^ 

where it is explicitly question of the inhabitants of the

^Edited by Ivor Arnold (Paris, 1938). Abbreviated as W,B,
^In E. Martin-Chabot, Chanson de la Croisade albigeoise 
(Paris, 1931): I, la Chanson de Guillaume de fuddle. 
Abbreviated as CGT. The first figure in references to 
this work is the number of the laisse, the second the 
number of the line or lines within the laisse.
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town of Beziers, and also of an ad hoc assembly, in, 
Si no' fo grans lo pobles qui i era amassatz 
Que de tota la terra era lai'ns intratz

(CGT: 30,13-14)

It is still in this sense that, at the beginning of 
the thirteenth century, Tillehardouin uses the word in 
his Conqugte d^ Constantinople^. We find for example:

e i fu le pueple de la terre et li plus des barons 
et des pelerins

(V, CC: 64)
Mult ot illuec grant pitie del pueple de la terre et 

des pelerins
(V,CC^ 67)

In all these examples which have been cited, where 
peuple is used rether than gent, the common characteristic, 
the distinction implied, the "marker" in the terminology 
of one school of thought^, or the "seme", as it is termed 
by another^, is a negative one. The criterion which 
appears to govern the use of peuple, when tnis use is 
considered in opposition to that of gent, is that peuple 
presupposes no unity in the gr.up thus designated. For 
example, in

li bons dux de Venise, qui molt ere sages et proz, 
monta el leteri et parla au pueple et lor dist . . .

(V, CC: 29)
the pueple referred to are simply those assembled on this

^Edited by E. Faral (Paris,1938). Abbreviated as V, CC.
^For example, J.J. Katz & P.M. Postal, An Integrated 
Theory of^Einguistlc descriptions (Cambridge,Mass.,1964)
^Cf. B. Pottier, "Vers une semantique moderns",_Travaux 
de Einguistique et de Eitterature 2, i (1964): 102-37.
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particular occasion. On the other hand, g^nt, in the 
contexts in which it is used, seems in general to convey 
an idea of a certain cohesion or organisation. In such 
a sentence as,

Enki ot mult grant pueple assemble de son lignage et 
de ses homes

(7, 00: 37)
in which one would normally have expected gent, pueple 
would here imply that this is a random selection from 
within a coherent group, the lignage, or the gent.

This can be better illustrated by considering in 
greater detail an instance which has already been quoted:

Estrange pople unt assemble
(ODN: 3364)

As was indicated above, this phrase refers to a troop of 
irregulars; a few lines further on in the narrative, this 
same assembly is considered in a different light, and the 
use of the word gent here clearly indicates a different 
sense:

Li prince d'eus e li meillor,
Qui plus orent sen e valor,
Ordennent lor jenz e garnissent
E en conreiz les departissent

(ODN: 336S-72)
The extra-linguistic (pragmatic or referential) criterion 
for the selection of gent in this passage is the contrast 
between irregulars, and the same men considered as an 
army, under orders, equipped, and drawn up in battle array: 
the pople having been given an organisation becomes a 
gent. The intra-linguistic criterion is the use of the 
possessive adjective: this and other syntactic usages 
common with gent will be considered in greater detail

JO



later .

If we consider first the question of reference, we 
find that, in general, where the word gent is used, it is 
applied to a body of people who are in some way linked.
In his study of the vocabulary of Wace, H.E. Keller pdistinguishes six different senses of the word as a noun . 
These are, respectively, 'les gens', 'ceux qui sent sous 
les ordres de quelqu'un', 'famille', 'race', 'troupe', 
and, for gent a pie and gent a cheval, 'soldats qui com- 
battent a pied, a cheval'.

If we accept provisionally the analysis proposed by 
Keller, it is evident that, apart from the first, extremely 
general sense, which is the one which has remained in
Modern French, and the continuation of the etymological 
sense, represented by the third and fourth glosses, for 
both of which senses the possibility of opposition to 
peuple is much reduced, the other glosses given^ contain 
the same notion, the same s&me, of a body of men subject 
to a common discipline. This much is clearly implied in 
the terms of the second definition given by Keller, 'ceux 
qui sont sous les ordres de quelqu'un', and if we were to 
list the other senses isolated by Keller in a tree-diagram, 
or some other form showing their hierarchy, this particular 
definition would most logically find its place at the 
first embranchment, since the senses 'troupe' and so forth 
depend naturally upon it, to the extent in fact that one

^Below: 40.
^l^ude descriptive sur le vocabulaire de Wace (Berlin,
195j): 156a (two references); 160b; 261a; 262a (two refer
ences). Whatever criticisms might be levelled at this 
work (see also below: 91) the definitions given are none
theless instructive.
3,„Which might for this reason better be considered together.
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may question the necessity of identifying them as separate
senses.

This definition is in fact valid for almost all the 
examples which we find:

Bratus vit ke grant gent aveient
(W, B: 213)

Ad Brutus sa gent assembles
(W, B: 405)

. . . con VOS e la vostre gent . . .
IV, CO^ 18)

Et li dux dist qu'il en parleroit a la soe gent
IV, GO: 24)

De la jent Rou unt assez mort
lODN: 3292)

However, on closer consideration, tnis analysis seems 
to be unduly limiting in its compartmentalising, and there 
are still a considerable number of examples which cannot 
be fitted into this schema. Other senses, although not 
directly subordinate on the terms outlined above, may be 
seen to be related. In a sentence such as this one from 
Villehardouin,

oar onques horn de son aage ne fu plus am^s de ses 
homes et de I'altre gent

(V, 37)
although we may, without doing violence to the meaning of 
the text interpret gent as mecning no more than 'les gens', 
it is clearly parallel to "ses homes", and refers to 'les
hommes d'autru" and the sense intended must be that of
Waller's second definition, 'ceux qui sont sous les ordres 
de quelqu'un'. Again, in such other examples as, 

la laie genz ere en discorde
(V, CC: 97)
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de tote la gent christiane
(A, 42)

where the primary sense would seem to be the general one, 
there is however an obvious analogy to be drawn with 

Por iceste grant jent paene 
Fu en esfrei la orestiene

(CDN: 5239-40)
where the reference is to armies, and hence to a body of 
men under the orders of someone. Similarly, the use of 
gent in

nos ne somes mie tant de gent
(T. TO; 59)

Grant gent sunt e poi unt vitaille
(w, 351)

although appearing at first sight to be an instance of the 
general sense, cannot be placed exclusively in one or the 
other category, and conversely, in the sentence,

Eiohes huem fu, grant gent manda
(W, B: 842)

where gent seems an obvious instance of the sense 'those 
commanded', it would also be possible to construe it in 
the general sense. Furthermore, the confusion between 
singular and plural, natural enough for a word with such 
a meaning, which Keller notes in Wace only, for the general 
sense, applies equnlly to the other senses, both in Waoe 
and in other authors:

. . . cele gent de Troie fu,
Qui aloent tere querant 
Qu'il eusoent a remanant

Tost commande ses jenz armer
(W, B: 784-86) 

(CDN ^920)
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There is in fact no need to assume any of these 
several distinctions in accounting for the meaning of gent 
in medieval French, and we may suppose that the sense of 
'ceux qui sent sous les ordres de quelqu'un' (or whatever 
more convenient label we may choose to give it) is present 
to some degree in all instances of the word. The gent is 
a coherent group, as opposed to peuple, and this notion 
of coherence implies (it would perhaps be better and more 
exact to say, is not differentiated from) the fact, or at 
least the possibility, of being under the command of, or 
owing allegiance to, someone. It follows from this that 
the person commanding the gent will often be specified, 
and, as was mentioned above, a notable syntactic feature 
of the use of gent in Old French is the frequent use of 
a possessive construction with gent: a possessive deter
minant, the preposition d^, or a genitive equivalent:

Le jur empres prist de sa gent 
les plus sages priveement

E li reis de France ensement 
Redona a ses genz granment

(W, E: 493-94)

(A, FG3: 1075-76)
. la jent Rou

. gent paienur1
: 3292)

(OR: 1019)

It is evident also from the texts that the other

The parallel holds whether this expre ision is considered
to be a fossil genitive, or an adjective. In view of the 
frequency of such expressions as "la jent Rou", and the 
fact that paienur is found only in this construction, it 
seems preferable to take it as a genitive.
^la Chanson de Roland, ed. 
note 3).

Whitehead (cf. above: 5i
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term of the possessive expression need not necessarily be 
the name of a person (or class of persons), whether 
expressed or replaced by a pronoun, but may also be the 
name of a place or region. This difference moreover does 
not imply any change in the sense of gent. An expression 
such as,

A1 rei de Prance et a sa gent
(A, 1107)

remains strictly comparable with such others as, 
le reis Guis et la gent de Pise

(A, 2977)
since because the feudal relation is essentially three- 
cornered the link is considered to hold between any two 
of its terms, and la gent al rei de France is also
gent de ranee;

la gent de France iert blecee et blesmie
(CR: 590)

The same is also- true for what might be considered dS
examples of the general sense:

et grant partie de la bone gent de Champagne q.uj-
croisi6 estoient

(V, CC: 33)
. . . cele gent de Troie fu

(W, B: 784)
les genz de 3ur . . .

(A, EGS: 2729)

Similarly, just as the pronoun may be substituted 
for the name of a person, so the place-name may oe replaced 
by an adjective,

la franceise gent
396)

I'Ospital fud sor la marine
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Ou trop aveit gent sarazine
(A, 2967-68)

and the writer may also establish an identity between
gent and the ethnic adjective used pronominally, or the 
corresponding prepositional expression:

Mais tens genz orent I'ovre enprise 
Qui mainte vile aveient prise:
^0 erent Norman et Peitevin 
Gascon, Kansel et Angevin 
Et de Engleterre en i aveit

(A, EGS; 741-45)
In the example already referred to from the Chanson ^ 
Roland^,

Si veit venir cele gent paienur
(OP^ 1019)

"cele gent paienur" stands in'contrast to,
Icist ferunt nos Franceis grant irur

(CR: 1023)
where, moreover, Franoeis is being used with a possessive
determinant, as also in:

Karles I'oit e ses Franceis I'entendent
(OR: 1788)

It is apparent from this that gent de may be followed by 
a place name or a personal name, as also may any of the 
other expressions which are equivalent to it, such as 
oeus d^, or les hommes de, and the meaning in all these 
contexts is the same, and this is further demonstrated by 
the fact that the same adjective, estrange, may be the 
negation of either usage:

Que des humes de son linage,
Que d'estranges qu'il ot menez.
Out ovec lui sis mil armez

(W, B: 9070-72)
Ja ne murreit en estrange regnet

Above: 40
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Ne trespassast ses humes e ses pers
Vers lur pais avreit sun chef turnet

(CR: 2864-66)
Estrange est dite e apelee
Et d'estranges genz ahitee.
Por les estranges poples nez
Dum toz cil rennes est poplez
Est Germaine sauvage dite

(CDN: 277-81)

It is also to be noted that where de with the name 
of a country is used rather than the derived adjective, 
as in the example already quoted above from the Estoire 
de la Guerre sainte^,. it is not always felt necessary to 
express the word gent. In the Chanson de Roland, for 
example, it is frequently the demonstrative which is 
found.

Par cels de France voelt il del tut errer
167)

Fors cels de France . . .
(ra: 3032) 2and the seme applies to other works and authors:

Ne preisa Hastenc les Franceis
Flamencs ne ceus de Vermendeis
Ne ceus d'Anjou ne d'Aquitaine

(CDN: 841-43)

In the contexts in which they are used, all these 
forms of expression are equivalent; we cannot distinguish 
any difference of sense whether the writer uses the form 
la gent de France, or la franceise gent, or cels de France,
1 A, EGS: 745; above: 42.
'Further examples are quoted below: 55
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or even the expressions which occur almost like a refrain 
in the Chanson de Roland, Francs de France and Franceis 
de France; nor does the use of the name of a person, in 
any of the possible constructions, introduce any different 
shades of meaning: gent de France is la gent Karlun,
as are the Normans la gent Rou. The kernel of all these 
expressions is gent and the meaning which it possesses in 
the vocabulary of Old French, and sufficient evidence has 
been adduced in this chapter to demonstrate that meaning. 
In the vocabulary which is here being considered gent 
stands in opposition to peuple, and while this latter 
word, following an evolution begun in Latin, comes to be 
used only for an indeterminate mass of people, outside or 
below the feudal organisation, and is olso a word which is 
noticeably less common than gent, gent, the more important 
of the two terms, serves to designate the group of people 
in some way organised: normally armed, as opposed to the 
typically non-combatant populace^, and dependent, since 
this period knows only two modes of organisation, two 
poles of attraction, on an overlord, or attached to a 
fief. Not that it is necessary to distinguish the two, 
since the one presupposes the other, and in general there 
is little ground for assuming that the meaning of this, 
or any other, word can be so easily compartmentalised, 
each sense in a compartment corresponding to a definition 
in a hypothetical dictionary of the language; rather, all 
the senses are present, and we have seen how the construc
tions used do not distinguish between them, although one 
or the other may be brought to the fore through the 
influence of the particular context.

The meaning of also conditioned by that of
1 Of Duby & Nandrou, HCF: I, 49, "Au r^e ;iecle ce fut
entre les hommes de guerre ct les autres que s'installa 
la distinction majeure."
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other words which may occur with it, and of these the 
most common and the most important for the topic here 
considered are those denoting 'country, land': this idea 
and that expressed hy ^ent are, as has been said, closely 
hound up, and it will accordingly he necessary to consider 
further the scope and meaning of the term terre and its 
synonyms in Old French.
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CHAPTER 4

"Oil ad oi e entendu 
Que cele gent de Troie fu 
Qui aloent tere querant 
Qu'il eassent a remanant"

Wace^

The basis of the Roman state had been the common 
citizenship, which was supplanted in the early Middle 
Ages by the ethnic community; this was in its turn super
seded by another, different, principle of unity. Denys 
Hay sums up the change thus: "After invasion was over, 
the tribal law of the German Intruders became fixed by 
the areas in which they dwelt — became, to use the tech
nical language of later days, 'territorialized', so that 
men asked a stranger not 'To what folk do you belong?' but

p'Where do you come from?'" And by "where" they meant 
'from what land'. The process by which the cities had 
taken the names of their inhabitants was repeated on a 
larger scale os the names of the invading peoples became 
attached to the countries where they settled: Gallia and 
Italia were replaced by Erancia and longobardia^ formed 
on the names of the most noticed of the settling tribes, 
and just as citeien was later to be formed from cit6 and 
to take the place of the now defunct civis, so new
-------------------------
De Roman de Brut; 783-86.
^The Medieval Centuries: 69.
^Eor example in the Glosses of Reichenau (in Eoerster & 
Koschwitz, Altfranzdhisches Uebungsbuch: 1 sqq): 934;366; 
cf. also: "El^trames sos oagels a Rome en Dombardia"
(CGT: 60).
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ethnica were formed from the new names of the countries; 
Francus clung tenaciously to existence, but Franchgenu
and Franciscus or Francensis were used beside it.

In his study of the development of the feudal vocab- 
ulary of French, K.J. Hollyman devotes a brief section to 
terre^\ in which he notes that although most of the uses 
of terre in French are already present or foreshadowed in 
Latin terra, there is however a notable difference in the 
structure of the society of this period which makes itself 
felt in the vocabulary. This is of course the chain of 
feudal dependencies, which, entailing as it does a 
radically changed conception of property and tenure, could 
not but have an effect on the attitude towards possessions

Classical Latin terra possessed three main senses.
At its most general it denoted 'land' as an element , 
opposed, as in the stock phrase "terra marique", to the
sea, or to the air, as in:

Age ut a caelestibus rebus ad terrestres venlamus 
(Cicero, Dg, Natura Deorum: 2,120)

More particularly it could be used to denote a speciiic 
extent of land, a 'region' or 'country',

neu in Italiam reportaretur donee hostis in terra
Italia esset

(Livy: 25,7*4)
or 'land for cultivation': Hollyman cites examples^, both 
literal and figurative, of terra used with cqlere and

^As in Robert le Moine, Hierosolymitana Fxoeditio. Ci
1 _ , -r\ _ . _ mu ^.'Q t 4 c? -t* ^ -1 rl C J p I A K*‘ •'also F. Forteau, Deux Etudes d'histoire dy _ 
(Faris, 1962): 37-49.
^Developpement du vocabulaire feodal: 29-32 
^'Cf. DELL: s.v.
^Daveloppement: 29.

angue
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and other verbs implying tilling or cultivation. Both 
these particular senses are present for example in;

et fruges in ea terra primus repertas esse 
arbitrantur

(Cicero, Second Verrine: 4,48,106)

All of these senses can be distinguished in Old 
French. H.E. Keller lists, in his study of the vocabulary 
of Wace, among the other senses of the word, 'la terre 
comme plan^te',

Deus prier et reclamer 
Qui orea ciel et terre et mer

(la Conception Nostre Dame: 700) 
where, however, it would seem preferable to understand 
'solid ground', 'dry land', in view of the obvious 
reference to Genesis: 1, 8-10, senses which are not too 
far removed from that which Keller glosses as 'matiere 
solide dont le globe est fait'^^

1

et qui de terre vient a terre esteut venir
(Wace, le Roman de Rou: II, 92) 3

Keller also notes a sense 'pays', with the example: 
le rei Aralt orent mort 
E la terre envafe a tort

(la Conception Nostre Dame: 26)^
It is in connection with this that we must note another 
sense which begins to appear only in later latin. In the 
classical language terra was not used to refer to any 
sort of administrative circumscription, but in an

1Etude: 30b
^Etude
^Ed
4

. A.J. Holden (Doris, 1970-71). 
tudc: 209a.

Abbreviated as W, R
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indeterminate sense. In the examples quoted ahove^, no 
boundaries are implied, and they would just as well, and 
perhaps even more accurately, be translated 'on Italian' 
soil', 'in Sicilian soil', later, however, the word 
begins to appear in a sense which Hollyman defines as 
'terre cultivable ou cultivee attachee & une propri^t6''; 
the normal classical word in this sense was ager, and 
this was opposed to terra,

ut id quod agri eiferant sui quasoumque velint in 
terras portare possint ac mittere

(Cicero, Depublio: 2,4,9)
but, as is shown by the examples quoted by Hollyman^, the 
two came to be synonymous in the documents of the early 
Kiddle Ages, and could occur in similar contexts without 
distinction:

De his, quae paroohiis in terris vineis mancipiis. .
(Konumenta Germaniae Historica, leges: 111,1,6) 

domum, agrum vel vineam seu manoipium
(hCH, leses: 1,1,222)

4

This usage is the St :rting poin t for an expan Sion of
terra, which lat er become s a general term for all types
of holdings: "De plus en plus terra devient 1 e terme

eral qui desi e toute propri ete terrienne ; une fois
men tionne le mot 1ui est la denomina tion particuliere de
la possession, on emploie terra.

campum * # * terram
Viliam Nova Ill . . . t erram
mansum c * . terram

5alodum * terram"
‘1 47-46, from liv7 and Cic ero.

velgppement: 30
veloppement: 29-jO.
nover, 18 35-8 9.
iveloppement: 31 B
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Nor is this "feudal" sense of terra confined to legal 
documents in latin. Terre is also so used in some of the 
oldest literary texts in French. In la Vie de Saint 
Alexis^, for example, it occurs in a specifically feudal 
sense,

0 filz, cui erent mes granz ereditez,
Kes larges terres dunt jo aveie asez

(V3A: 401-402)
and the following strophe repeats this in a different 
form, using honur, which is, as Hollyman points out , 
another of the central terms of the feudal system, which 
was used in reference to the marks of honour, the fiefs 
held hy a feudal vassal, which might he land, or offices 
performed for his lord, and which, whatever their actual 
form, were treated all in the same way and oonsioered ao 
equivalent:

ha grant honur t'aveie retenude
(VSA: 407)

For this reason, as with gent, it should he noted that 
terre and the other terms denoting feudal holdings are
used very frequently witn )ns of possession,

In later texts, and in particular in the Chanson de 
Roland, this sense becomes more common:

Jo VOS durrai or e argent asez 
Teres e fiez tant cum vos en vuldrez

(Cgn 75-76)
Si VOS durai feus e honors e teres

(OR; 3399)
Hollyman notes that this feudal sense is closely linked 
with the classical sense of 'pays': "Comme I'a hien vu 
Bddier . . . il y a un etroit rapport entre ce sens et

1Ed. C. Storey (Oxford, 1946). Abbreviated as ^oA
^Developpementy 33-41



oelui de 'pays, region', attests aussi en latin classique 
et chr4tien"^, but he nevertheless considers them as 
di8tinct^\ Keller also makes an arbitrary distinction 
between the sense 'domaine' and the other senses which 
he identifies (although such distinctions are in fact 
forced upon him by the nature of his treatment). There 
is an obvious danger in drawing boundaries other than 
those which "each language lays down . . . within the 
amorphous 'thought-mass'."^ Medieval French terre (or 
any other word) is uot to be thought of as possessing a 
certain number of discrete senses, definable in a neutral 
metalanguage, and which can in consequence be studied in 
isolation, but rather as covering "a single unarticulated 
section of a field"^^of meaning. The only evidence that 
we can have for supposing that a particular culture 
possesses a particular concept is the existence in the 
language of that culture of a^word which denotes it, and, 
unless it can be proved (which in the present case would 
appear extremely unlikely) that we are in fact dealing, 
with homonyms, the fact that the language being studied 
classes together, by using the same word, what are in the 
metalanguage different concepts, is sufficient indication 
that in the object language no distinction is made between 
them .

In the case under consideration here it has been
1De^eloppement: j2.
^^f. "Mals bien que ce sens se retrouve 
rencontre le plus souvent . . ibid.
^Hjelmslev, Prolegomena: 52.

on y

S. Ohman, "Theories of the 'linguistic Field'", Word $
(1953): 133.
^As 1. Bloomfield remarks (language, revised ed. (london, 
1935): 144):"we have to take the specific and stable 
character of language as a presupposition of linguistic 
studv."
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noted that the classical sense of 'pays' was in fact much 
vaguer, and it is only under the influence of the feudal 
use that terre comes to be used to derote particular, 
delimited areas of land. The arbitrary nature of the 
distinctions which are seen in the use of the word is 
evident in some of the passages which are quoted by 
Keller. That, already quoted , given in the article 
'pays' closely parallels the example given under the 
heading 'domaine':

ne por cen n'osoient il autrui terre envair
(W, R: II, 52)^

Nor, in fact, should this surprise us, since, in practice, 
almost avery "pays" was also "domaine", and in many, if 
not most, of the other instances of the word, it is like- 
wise impossible to say that one or other sense is meant:

Oil tient la tere entre qu'as Cazmarine/s/
956)

Oil tint la tere entresqu'en Val Sevree
3313)

Carles mandet humes de plusurs teres
3743)

Si seit nostre la tere ou lor
I960)

It is particularly significant that the verb used 
commonly with terre is tenir, which is the verb used for 
feudal possession, often with & or de, indicating the 
overlord from whom the fief or honour is held, out quite
commonly used absolutely 3.

la fut li rels ki tute Espaigne tint
(OR: 409)

1Above: 48.
Keller, Etude: 199a; quoted here after Holden's edition,2„.

3,,Hollyman, Dcveloppement: ^5-60.



De VOS ^^paigne le regn6t
(OR: 657)

li reis ki dulce Pranee tient
(_^: 116)

Oarles, ki Prance tient
. (^: 470)

li reis ki Prance tient
(OR: 755)

It is in fact impossible to say that in any of the cases 
where terre is used in a context allowing the translation 
'pays, region' the feudal notions underlying the term are 
ever entirely absent, as B^dier realised, since in all but 
one (CB^50) of the following examples his translation keeps 
the original word. Spain and Prance are qualified by terre, 

lere de Prance

Prance la lur tere 

Espaigne la tere 

En la tere d'Espaigne

Espaigne la grant tere

(CR: 1861) 

(OR: 50) 

(OR: 2636) 

(02: SIO) 

(01: 666)
and they are in consequence classified as feudal holdings, 
and referred to in the same terms as other holaings. It 
is perhaps diachronioally'true to say that the classical 
sense of 'pays, region' is still continued in early French 
terre, but it is so coloured and influenced by the new
use of the word in these feudal contexts that the two 
Cannot be considered separately. The speakers of the 
time did not make a clear distinction because no necessity

felt for suen a distinction. ot^ pertinently

^Ea Prance: 114.
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remarks, "de richesse il n'en est qu'ane, la terre", and 
since the landowner's vassals were bound to protect him, 
it was by that token the only power: the import of such a 
statement as,

Riches huem fu, grant gent manda
(W, B: 842)

reflecting as it does this social context, is worlds away 
from its straightforward translation into a modern language 
"be denouement monarchique est un ressort fatigu6"^, and 
there is no essential difference between the power of the 
king and that of any feudal seigneur: the king may in fact
be the weaker as his chain of command is the longer 2

France, the country, is a terre, but it is also 
thereby a domain. Although often the authors, and this 
is particularly striking in the Chanson de Boland, seem to 
use the term France to refer to something that corresponds 
to modern France^, frequently it refers only to an area 
whose dimensions shrink to those of "la Fronce proprement 
dite", the area now known as the He de France, which was 
merely one domain among many others,

Et oil Folques . . . comenga a parler de Dieu par 
France et par les autres terres enter

{V, CO: 1)
and in the series of le.isses which are devoted to the
1'lot, la Prince: 113.
^Cf. Duby & Kandrou, HOP: 1,21, "II est certain qu'au fin 
fond des forets les plus rcculces le dernier des paysans 
salt qu'il exlste un roi, que oelui-ci, elu par le peuple, 
sacre, oint corme un eveque le I'huile saints, est investl 
par Dieu mornc I'unc delegation le so propre puissance et 
charge de malntenlr sur tout le territoire du royaume la paix^et la justice. Eais oe prestige en verite n'a pas 
d'application pratique . . . leroi n'est vraiment un
chef que d.ns ses domaines p^trimoniaux".
^This discussion is amplified below; chapter G.



account of the battle order of Charlemagne's army in the 
Chanson de Roland, Prance is used in this narrower sense, 
and the terms Prance and Pranceis are clearly paralleled 
by the terms referring to Normandy, Brittany, Burgundy, 
and the other provinces of the Prankish empire:

Be Pranceis sunt les premeres escheles,
Apr6s les dous establisent la terce;
En cele sunt li vassal de Baivere

(OR: 3026-28)
Ba quinte eschele unt faite de Normans

(eg: 3045)
Ba siste eschele unt faite de Bretuns

(Cgh 3052)
Naimes li dux puis establist la sedme 
Be Peitevins e des barons d'Alverne

(CR: 3061)
P I'oidme eschele ad Naimes establie.
Be Plamengs est e des barons de Prise

(C^^ 3068-69)
Ba noefme eschele unt faite de prozdomes.
Be Boherengs et de cels de Borgoigne

(CR^ 3076-77)
Ba disme eschele est des baruns de Prance

(eg: 3084)
Here Prance and the other provinces referred to represent 
the terres into which the empire is aruicu^^ted. niey 
are not conceived of merely as geographical divisions, 
but as feudal holdings, each held ana protectee by an 
overlord. A similar situation is thus described by ^ace: 

Cofier, ki en out grant pesance,
Pur querre aie ala en Prance 
As doze pers ki la esteient,
Ki la terre en doze parteient

(W, 921-24)
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These feudal holdings consist not merely of land, but of 
the wealth and power which go with it, and, more important, 
of the men who are attached to the land, who are in fact 
solidary with it. This interdependence of men, land, and 
wealth is impled for example in the bracketing of,

Utlage I'orent tut guast6,
Chacied la gent, I'aveir portdh 
Tute esteit la terre en guastine

(W, B: 625-27)
and it comes out clearly in the tirade in the confront
ation scene of the Charroi de Nfmes^, particularly in 
laisses 13-15:

Ge VOS dorrai de France un quartier,
Quarte abeie et puis le quart marchid.
Quarts cite et quarte archeveschi^, 
le quart serjant et le quart chevalier.
Quart vavassor et quart gar^on a pie,
Quarte pucele et la quarte moillier.
Ft le quart prestre et puls le quart moustier;
De mes estables vos doing le quart destrier;
De mon tresor vos doing le quart denier;
Da quarte part vos otroi volantiers 
De tot 1'empire que ge ai a balllier

384-S4)
The terre de France is seen as comprising all this, and 
even if we assume that mich of the point of this passage 
lies in the use of exaggerated explicitness for comic 
effect, we must still allow that this dispute between 
"11 rois Dooys" and Guillaume "plains de mautalent" 
hinges on the accepted ethic of feudal society, and that 
this is an accurate expansion of all that was normally 
implied by terre in the feudal context, the social and 
material reality denoted by the word. Before examining
^Fd by J.D. Perrier (Paris, 1970). Abbreviated as CN,
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to extent this reality may be seid to correspond to
a nation in the modern sense, however, it is necessary, 
to complete the picture of this sector of the vocabulary 
of Old French to consider also the other terms which are 
used beside terre.
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CHAPTER 5

. . de oui terre et de cui pals il estolent, 
et de cui maisnie . .

Geoffroi de Villehardouin'

The preceding discussion of the vocabulary of Old 
French indicates that the meaning of the word terre, its 
place in the system and its applications, are predominantly 
feudal. Before any attempt is made to discuss the overall 
pattern of this system, however, it will be necessary to 
consider the uses of other, connected elements of the 
vocabulary, and to establish to what extent such words 
as pals, oontree, regne, regne, and others overlap with 
terre, or are used in opposition to it.

There are certainly a number of examples, particularly 
towards the end of the Old French period, which would 
appear to indicate that pals does belong by its associ
ations with the particular technical vocabulary of the 
feudal society. In the phrase quoted above from 
Villehardouin, terre, ^^fs, and maisnie seem to representpthree levels of feudal organisation . Similarly in Old 
Occitan, the Chanson de Guillaume de Tudele links together 
in one phrose,

la terra, la honor e lo pals
(CGT: 38,3)

In other examples however pals seems to stand outside this

1la Conqucte de Constantinople: 370.
^^f. Godefroy, Dictionnaire: s.v. mesniee.
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system, and, although overlapping to some extent with 
terre, to he a term of rather wider application. There 
would seem to he a distinction, if not a contrast, implied 
between terre and pais in, for example,

Tere de Prance, mult estes dulz pais
. (CR: 1861)

where the sense of pais appears to he that glossed hy the 
PEW^ as 'patrie, region ou on est ne', without the over
tones which normally attach to terre. In other examples 
the sense appears to he still more general, and could he 
glossed as 'extent of land' without reference to any kind 
of political criteria, or to any clearly defined houndarie: 
other than purely geographical. This is the case for 
example in:

Pn cest pais nos est venuz cunfundre
17)

. . . si vus veneit a talent
K'en cest pais remansissiez

(%, 586-87)
Apparently comparable are

Pst vus I'esample par trestut le pais
(V3A: 182)

and a similar example with trestut to mean 'all over this 
land':

II n'a hul home en trestot cest pais
(ON; 107)

Pais is in fact in this vocabulary, as it is still 
in Modern Prench, where it may be applied to a country, 
as in "les pays de 1'Europe", a region within a country, 
"le pays de Caux" for example, or "dans mon pays" to 
refer to the village where the speaker was horn, and 
even, at least such is the usage in some areas of Prance,

"3.V. pagensis
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1to a single farm', the general, unmarked term: from an 
originally closely oircumsoribed meaning, 'territoire d'un 
pagus'it comes to be used for areas of any dimensions, 
the land which belongs to the city of froy,

Quant Greu ourent Troie conquise 
E eissillie tut le pais

IW, 10-11)
or the Holy land,

Por la croiz que li monz sure,
Qui a cel tens fud destornee 
Et des paens aillors tornee 
Qu'el pals ou ele selt estre 
Ou Deus deigna morir et nestre

(A, 22-26)
or the homeland of any particular group of people, 

Tuit li omne de ciel pais
(VSl: 211) 3

Puis assembla tuz les chaitis 
E les chaitives del pais

. . . li plus fort e li meillor 
Deu pais . . .

(W, 3: 217-18)

(CDN: 3362-63)
Apr^^ la Pasque, enter la Penteooste, encomencierent 

a movoir li pelerin de lor pais; et sachiez que mainte 
lerme i fu ploree de pitid al departir de lor pais, de 
lor genz et de lor amis

(V, CC: 47)
^Cf. "II a beaucoup fait, le maire: nous avons I'Aclairage 
dans le village, et des routes goudronndes qui msnent h 
tous les paysi" (the post-mistress of Champtercier, Alpes 
de Haute-Provenoe, August, 1970, referring to farms 
within the limits of the commune.)
^DEEE: s.v. pays.
^Quoted by Tobler-Eommatzsch: s.v. pais.
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In this sense of course the term pais does-not 
appear to.differ notably in meaning from terre, which 
could obviously replace it in many similar contexts: in 
examples such as

. . . et les genz de lor pais

. la gent d'iceu pais
(V, CC: 109)

(CDH: 3488)
the collocation with gent and the construction with the 
possessive ore features which are also observed as being 
typical of the contexts of terre, and beside the example 
of pais from the Roland, quoted above,

En oest pais nos est venuz cunfundre
(CEm 17)

one could set a similar example with terre:
En ceste tere ad asez osteiet

(OR: 35)

There are however a number of instances in which the 
two terms terre and pais are usel together with what would 
seem to be an intention of contrast:

Cunquis I'en ai ^ais e teres tantes
2333)

et maint bon chevalier de lor terre et de lor pais
(V, CCd 149)

et les genz de lor terres et de lor pais
(V, CC: 152)

To some extent this usage could be explained as nothing 
more than a stylistic coupling of synonyms, but other 
examples in fact indicate that the synonymy is of a 
particular kind, and that the two terms are actually to 
be considered as in a relation of "opposition "supprimable" 
(neutralisable)"' .
1 Cf. E. Coseriu, "Pour une semantique diachronique struc-
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In such a sentence as,
Ensi pristrent congi6 por raler en lor pars

(V, GO: 32)
for example, pafs Indicates a^rely the place where taey 
normally dwelt, and^ although the substitution of terre 
for pals in this context would not necessarily imply that 
those referred to are the seigneurs of the land in question, 
which in fact they are not, it would be capable of such an 
interpretation, and would in any case link them to the 
terre in a closer, more specific way, since tiie use of 
terre would introduce the feudal connotation which is 
proper to it, and which pals does not possess. What is 
more, "Benoit" links gent and pais in a. way which throws 
some light on the juxtaposition of pals and terr^, and 
indicates that this is not a case of straightforward 
synonjmy:

la jen% et le pals s'esfreie
(CDN; 2909)

Be pals dotent et la jent
(CBN: 3351)

In the first of these examples the two berms would seem 
to be contrasted, and gent refers to those bearing arms, 
and therefore tiken into account as belonging to an 
ordered body^,' while pals refers to those not included in 
this framework, in the same way as peuple is used in 
opposition to gent. In the second example, wnat the 
wanderers fear is the country in itself, without the 
inhabitants, and, on the other hand, the inhabitants in

(continued). TpavauX de Binguistique et de Bi^t6-
rature 2, i (1964): 152, note 14. Coseriu suggests that 
this is in fact the case of most synonyms (where these 
are not terms belonging to different registers or styles 
of one language).
1 Cf. above: chapter 3.
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their own right. In either of tnese two examples terre 
would not be possible, because its interpretation would 
not permit the same degree of separation between the 
entities thus referred to. The relation between the two 
words pais and terre is therefore best described in terms 
of inclusion: terre is the feudally marked term, a term 
belonging specifically by its use and its associations 
to the feudal system, and this term is subsumed under the 
general, unmarked, term pais, to which it may stand in 
opposition. This opposition is neutralisable in that 
pais may be substituted for terre: it may, for example, 
be found after tenir,

Si jo mureie,ki tendrat mun pais
(Chancun de Guillelme;1436) 1

and similarly in Occitan, 
qu'el tenga'l pais

(COT: 85,7)
2 i-ri owever,although such usages are exceptional". Terre, 

cannot be substituted for pais without the meaning of th( 
utterance being substantially altered: while 

tot le pais ont a dolor torne
(be Couronnement de Louis: 1401)^ 

is general and unspecific in its reference,
^^ote la terre ont a dolor torne^' 

would be specific in reference to a particular terre.
It is because of the unmarked character of pais that it 
is able to develop its modern meaning when terre, as the

^Quoted by Tobler-bommatzsch: s.v. pais.
^^The construction with possessive expressions is to be 
seen in a different light, and this question is discu^seo 
in the context of the vocabulary as a whole below: chapter
7;
^Ed. E. banglois, 2nd ed. (Paris, I966). Abbreviated as 
CL.
^Which is in any case unacceptable because of the 
assonance.
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structure within which it had this parLicular meaning wai 
replaced, lost its relevance and ceased to occupy a 
central position in the system of the vocabulary.

The other terms which are available in this vocabulary 
beside terre and pais are of lesser importance. Contree, 
which could be used coupled with pais, as if opposed to 
it,

En la cuntree n'el pais
(Karie de Prance, Guigemar; 162) 

or which could be almost synonymous with it, as in,
N'orent corage qu'eu pais 
Peissent ennui ne damage

1

Ne sanz la oontree essiller
(GDN:3238-39;3242)

Des melz gentile de tuta la cuntretha
(V3A: 20)

. . . s'en fuit de la contrethe
(V3A: 75)

Ne sai le leu ne n'en sai la contrede
U t'alge querre

(VGA: 133-34)
E pur la contree oerchier

(W, 814)
which are not dissimilar to the examples quoted above for 
pais, appears to be less frequent than the other terms, 
and it is not a possible replacement for terre. like 
p^is, it is a general, non-specific term, without refer
ence to the feudal system, but, unlike pais, it stands 
outside the main system of the vocabulary in that it does 
not ever appear to be used with the name of a fief or a

^Narie de Prance, Inis, ed. A. Ewert (Oxford, 1947, repr,
I960).
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country, and although thmre are examples to he found of 
contree used with a possessive, as for example, 

h'ire 11 fu au chef montee 
Des feus qu'il vlt par sa contree

.(CDN: 2943-44)
where it is needed for the rhyme, such uses appear to he 
the exception rather than the rule.

Similarly, the latlnism region is free of connotations 
of this type, and it is the general and neutral term for 
a region, of indeterminate extent, either uninhabited, or 
without consideration of the inhabitants:

Puis irrum quere mansions
Par alienes regions

(W, B; 525-26)
Quel region purreit trover
Bone e paisihle a converser

Entre Danube e 1'Ocean 
Qui cort devers septentrian 
3'estent iceste region

(wh B: 665-66)

N: 271-73)

Besides these terms, which all come within the ambit 
of pais, there are a number of others which need to be 
considered with reference.to honour, like terre, a key 
term of feudal vocabulary^, and the one under which the 
other terms can be subsumed: the feudal investiture was 
honour, and this honour could be an office , but most

^Cf. Hollyman, D^veloppement: 33-34; and above:50.
^G.3. Burgess, Contribution a 1'etude du vooabulaire pre- 
courtois ^Geneva, 1970): 71, quotes an example from V3B: 
"Cio confortent ad ambes duos / Que s'en ralgent en. lor 
honors" (119-20), in which, as the following lines (quoted 
in Burgess's footnote) indicate, honor refers to evesquet.
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frequently was a terre, which could he further classified
as re^ne, rennet, or:

. . . lec contez e les reiaumes 
les provinces e les ducheaumes

(CDN: 443-44)
The organisation of these terms in the vocabulary is 
evident from their use in context. Thus regne ana terra
are put in parallel,

Sun renne e sa terre a perdue
(CDN: 2767)

and regne as an honour can he inherited:
E de sun regne a heriter

(W, 46)
while regnet like other feudal terms is used with tenir^

De VOS tendrat Dspaigne le regnet
(OR: 697)

All of these terms are used in apposition to names or 
countries: Drance le regnet (OR: 694)* soai^ne le regne^
(CP: 1029), r5aume de logres (De Chevalier de la Charreu^ 
1930^0, and fall clearly within the class of Jberre, ji/Su 
as terre itself falls within the class of honour. And, 
as with terre itself, there is a degree of overlap with 
^aiSy It would not he at all inaccurate to sum up tne 
organisation of this vocabulary by saying that a terre 
is an honour which is also a pais. Codefroy glosses 
regnet as 'royaume, fief', and regne as 'royaume, pa^s , 
and numerous examples be:r this out. The three terms 
terre, regne, and pais refer to tne same countiy, aiiu. 
effectively synonymous in, for example,

En la terre out un senescal,
Heraut out non, noble vassal, 
por son pries e por sa bontd

TP

^Ohre^ien de Troyes, De Chevalier de^ la Charrete^ ed. 
M. Roques (Paris, 19707.
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out el regne grant poeste^ 
li plus forz hoem fu del p"^s, 
fort fu d'omes, fort fu d'amis,
Engleterre out en sa baillle 
com hoem qui a seneschauoie

(W, 111,5565-72)
and it would be possible to substitute nais or terre for 
regne in such contexts as:

Cest renne aveient essllli^ 

Aler vuelent en altres regnes
(CDF: 1935)

(W, B; 509)
De plusurs regnes vendrunt li hume estrange

(c?^ 2911)

We may consider therefore that the key terms in the 
territorial vocabulary of this period are pais on the one 
hand,'and, on the other, in the cla^s dominated by honour, 
terre, and a number of terms subordinate to it, designating 
the "realite mat^rielle et sociale"^ which dominates the 
social and territorial organisation of the time. It is 
now necessiry to establish how these terms, together with 
gent and peuple, were applied in the texts of the time to 
such notions as 'nation' and 'nationality', or, rather, 
to the medieval analogues of these modern notions.

1Hollyman, Developpement; 1]
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CHAPTER 6

"Retument Franc en France inlce terre"
Stefan George1

It is a fact of some significance, remarked upon ty
F. Eot^\ that when, in the thirteenth century, the royal 
chancellery began to use the vernacular instead of Latin, 
the expression roi de France was preferrei to the earlier 
formula rex Francorum^. T^us, towards the end of the Cld 
French period, a change of expression acknowledged a 
changed order. Between the old and the new there had been 
several centuries of evolution in the forms of the state, 
from the settlement of the invading tribes and their con
sequent growing attachment to the land^, to the increased 
importance of territory, and the efforts of the Capetian 
monarchs in the thirteenth century to extend their 
domain and consolidate their rule^, becoming thereby the 
rulers of a territory, rather than the rulers of a

^"Franken", Per Siebente Ring (Berlin, 1831). Cf. the 
passage from Gaston Paris, quoted below: 74.
^La France: 246.
^For parallel examples from other languages, see H^kon 
Melberg, Origin of the Scandinavian Nations and languages, 
2 vole, (Halden, Norway1 1551)= ll 434-49, where it is 
pointed out (436) that rex Francorum remained a fixed 
formula in documents written in Latin until, with the 
advent of Henri 17, the desire for symmetry prompted the 
adoption of Franciae et Navarrae rex.
^Pf. above: 46; Dauzat, Homs de aieux: 124; Hay, KedievaT 
Centuries: 99.
^Cf. Duby & Kandrou, HCF: 1, 149-54.
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population^: the way is thus opened for the increasing 
importance of the country and its later superstructure ofphypostatisation .

During the period which leads up to this, one writer 
at least, Amhroise, the historian of the third crusade, 
was conscious enough of the changes which had come about 
through the process of "territorialisation" to comment 
explicitly on thern^: considering "la descordance Des 
barons et del roi de Prance"^ he looks back with regret 
to the days of the old heroes, to the tribal unity which 
has now been replaced by regional rivalries:

Da n'avoit estrifs ne barates.
Dors a cel tens ne anceis,
Qui erent Norman ou Franceis,
Qui Peitevin ne ki Breton,
Qui Mansel ne ki Burgoinon,
Ne ki Plamenc ne qui Engleis;
Illoo n'aveit point de jangleis,
Ne point s'entreramponouent;
Kais tote honor en reportouent.

1 Cf. 3an-Antonio (Pr4d^rio hard), D'H vue par 3an-^ntonio (Paris, lS64j: 1^-16, 
Prangais, il suffit d'habiter la Prance, car.

stoire he Prance
a 1'inverse

de ce qui se passe dans les autres pays, ce ne sont pas 
les Prangais qui font la Prance (ils auraicnt plutdt 
tendance a la defaire) mais la Prance qui fait les 
Frangais."
-Of. 3. Serfaty, Pr-nce. de Gaulle and urope (Baltimore,
1968): 116, "Rather than a narrowly conceived territory, 
it is an idea, a view of Prance which is to be preserved"; 
also C. de Gaulle, Memoires de Guerre: D'Annel (Paris, 1994): 1, "route ma vie, ie me suis fait une oertalne id^^ 
de la Prance", which is of course already foreshadowed in 
CR^ 1062-64.
^is was pointed out by J. Crossland, Medieval French 
literature (Oxford, 1956): 212.

847Y-YO; for A's use of the formula roi de Prance 
see below: 73.
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3i erent tuit apele Franc 
E trun e bai e sor e blanc

(A.FGS: 8500-10)

The temperamental differences between people from 
the different parts of the "hexagons", as modern jargon 
has termed this territory, were enough of a commonplace 
for Eaoul de Caen to quote in the Gesta lancredi a 
"puerorum naenia" on the subject: "Pranci ad oella, 
provinciales ad victualia" (IXI). Wace however must have 
seen a certain measure of unity, since he tnought it 
necessary to explain, when speaking of tne uauls:

A cel tens aveit plusurs reis
Fn Prance, maistres des Pranceis

(W, 2845-46)
There was indeed a certain unity, in spite of the tensions 
and differences which these writers saw within it, and 
for the poet of the Chanson de Poland as for the others, 
this unity wa^ a compound of tne people and the land:

Pranceis mumnt e Prance en ert deserte
(C^^ 938 & 989)

Pranceis murrunt e Prance en ert hunie
(eg; 969)^

When we come to investigate in the light of the elements 
of vocabulary which have been studied so far how the 
vernacular authors speak of such topics, we observe that 
the two key words gent and terre set the pattern for 
whatever expressions are used.

This, and the link between the two words, may be 
seen in the expression Prunes de France, which recurs in

In J.P. Kigne, Patrologia latina: CIV, 491-590.
similar formula is also found at 

murrez e Prance en ert hunie".
1734, "Vos i
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the Chanson de Roland,
Des Francs de France en i ad plus de mil

(eg: 177)
Fernez mil Francs de France nostre tere

XCg: 804)
and is also used twice, almost like a refrain, in the 
anonymous chanson de toile, "Quant vient en mai q,ue I'oii 
dit as Ions jors"^:

que Franc de France repairent de roi cort
(2)

voit Frans de France qui repairent de cort
(9)

This expression looks like a fixed locution, possibly an 
expedient to avoid homonymic clash between Franc as an 
ethnic adjective and franc meaning 'frce'^\ elsewhere, 
however, the Roland does use Franc alone, and does not 
scruple to use both words within the space of two lines, 

Oiez ore, franc chevaler vaillantl 
Carles li reis, I'emperere des Francs

(CR: 2657-58)
which are addressed to an assembly of naiens, indicating 
that fear of a possible confusion is not uppermost in 
the mind of the poet. Furthermore, the expression is not 
so much a set locution that the terms of it cannot be 
changed: "cels de France"^ and "Franceis de France"^ are 
also found, as well as "gent de France"^, which is in one

1
XII
In K. Bartsph, Romances et Fastourelles frangaises des II^ et XIII^ siecles [reprinted Darmstadt,1967): 3.
As in ,U3 avum tuz tens franc vescu" (W, B: 3923); also

W, B: 3943; 3949; 3959.
^CR: 167; 857; 1403; 1852; etc.. 
^CR: 808; etc.
^CR: 590; etc.
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context equated with "Francs"^. It is in fact one of the 
number of.possible expressions all based on the same 
pattern: a term which may be classed as gent coupled with 
a term which may be classed as terre.

In all these expressions, and those of the form la 
franceise gent^\ since, as the examples indicate,

Ceintes espees franceises e d'Espaigne
3089)

Alemans sunt e si sunt d'Alemaigne
3038)

the suffixal form -eis and the prepositional form d^ with 
the name of a country are indistinguishable in meaning 
and may be used interchangeably, the underlying pattern
is the same^: the "magnifique idde de I'unitd frangaise „4
is articulated around the two poles of gent and terre, 
the people and the country, which, while they can be 
envisaged separately, are nevertheless in a close inter
dependence, so that the two are frequently mentioned 
together, and very often in balanced expressions, such as: 

DistBlancadrins; "Xult est pesmes Rollant,
Ki tute gent voelt faire recreant 
E tutes teres met en chalengement"

(CR: 392-94)
In some contexts the two are interchangeable, the one 
term which is used standing for both, as with rex Franc- 
orum and the French expression roi de France which is its 
vernacular equivalent; in the Chanson de Rolani, the poet

1 OR: 987.
2n,
3'
]R: 396
Cf. above: 43.

^A. Fauphilet, "la date du Roland", in Etudes romanes 
dedi^es a Kario Roques (Paris, I946): 10.
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refers to Charlemagne as both
. . ; de Prance li emperere

and
(CR: 447)

Carles li reis, I'emperere des Francs
(CF^ 2658)

Similarly, in the Fstoire de Fa guerre sainte, although
1the expressions rols de France', and reis d'Engleterre 

do by this time appear to have become normal, we find also 
li reis Filippes des Franceis

(A, EG§: 441)
In this period the king is lord both of land and people, 
if not indeed lord of land because lord of people, and 
so it can be seen that the two terms are solidary. The 
definition of each necessarily implies reference to the 
other.

There is in the Couronnement de louis some indication 
of a sentiment of the. unity of the Frankish domain, ^ten 
the assembled barons give thanks that the line of 
Charlemagne is to be continued in the kingship:

Fere de gloire, tu seies merofez 
Qu'estranges reis n'est sor nos devalez

(Cl^ 59-60)
But naturally enough it is in the Ch'nson de Roland that 
these stirrings of what one might, even at this period, 
with some justification call national feeling are the 
strongest. Understandably so, since this is the epic of 
Charlemagne and the vast Frankish empire: it is an epic 
which more than others looks back to a golden age. "Une 
magnifique idee de 1'unite fran$aise incarneb en son

'A, FUUu 561; 573; 1075; 1107; etc. 
-A, ECS: 444; 563; 788; 659; etc.
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empGrsur, de la suprematie royale, se degaga de oe poama, 
avec tant de nettete et de puissance que nous y som^^s 
encore sensiblcs aujourd'hul."^ As B6dier has observed 
in the commentary to his edition", the "yranoe" of the 
Chanson de Roland is normally co-extensive ^ith the 
empire of Charlemagne: it extends as far as the Pyrenees 
in the south,

Halt sunt li pui, e li val tenebrus,
les roches bises, les destreiz merveillus.
he jur passerent Rranceis a grant dulur,
De .XV. liu/e/s en ot horn la rimur.
Puls que il venent a la tere majur,
Virent Guascuigne, la tere lur seignur

(CP^ 814-19)
and it includes Aix-lo-Chapelle in the north;

En Prance ad Ais
(OR: 135)

^Pauphilet, "Da date du Roland': lo. ^n interesting per- 
soectlve is given to this point by G. Paris, "Da Chanson 
de Roland et la nationality frangoise", an opening lecture delivered at the Collage de France on 6 December 1870, 
nublished in Da Poesle du moyen-age^ premiere serle, 7th 
ed.(Paris, IgT]):87-ll8; cf. 107-108, "A cote de cette 
grande id ye de la mission universelle de la Prance, celle 
de la profonde unite nationale inspire la Chanson de 
Roland. C'est ce dont nous devons surtout nous souvenir, 
ce dont nous avons droit d'etre fiers devant le monde.
Oul, messieurs, il y a huit siecles, alors qu'aucune des 
nations de 1'Europe n'avait encore pris verltablement 
conscience d'elle-mgme, quand plusieurs d'entre elles,^ 
comme I'Angleterre, attendaient encore pour lenr formation 
des elements essentiels, la patrie frangaise etait fondee: 
le sentiment national e^istait dans ce qu'il a de plus 
intime, de plus noble et de plus tendre. C'esc nans la 
Chanson de Roland qu'apporaft cette divine expression de 
^dbuce Prance", 1'amour que cette terre aimable entre 
toutes inspirait deja a ses enfants. Douce irencel Des ^ 
Allemands nous ont envie ce mot, et ont valnem^nt onei^Mg 
& en retrouver le pendant dans leur poesie niuion^^e.
^^Paris, 1927): Index des noms rropres: s.v.
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S vient a Ais, al meillor sied de Prance
3706)

But in reality the imperial Prance of Charlemagne was no 
more than a memory. As early as the ninth century, Aohon,
3 monk of Saint-Germain-des-pr6s, when writing of the 
accession of Budes to the kingship, makes a clear distinc
tion between Prance and Neustria,

Pranoia laetatur, quamvis is Nustricus esset
(Be Siege de Paris: 2447)

and even in the Chanson de Roland the extended sense is 
not used consistently. It is however interesting to note 
that at one point in the epic, what appear to be cardinal 
points delimiting the extremities of Prance are named:

En Prance en ad mult merveillus turment

De 3eint Michel del Peril josqu'as Seinz,
Des Besengun tresqu'as /*porz_/ de Guitsand

(CP^ 1423; 1428-29)
If we are to take Seinz as being the modern town of 
Saintes in the department of the Charente-karitime, the 
points named delimit, very roughly, but significantly 
nonetheless, an area corresponding to the Prance of langue 
d'oil, leaving out the Breton west, the Germanic north 
and east, and the Occitan south. Bedier in his edition 
translates non-commitally "aux Saints"; Whitehead nesitates 
between Xanten in %bstphalia and Saintes. If Saintes is 
the fourth point the area enclosed is very plausible, 
although P. Be Gentil is of the opinion that Xanten gives, 
with the other three points, an area which corresponds to 
the limits of the country ruled by Charles le Simple in 
gil^; and it should be added that Sains, in the Ille-ct-

1Ba Chanson de Roland (Paris, 1955): 29
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-Vilaine, only 11 kilometres from the Kont-Saint-^lchel, 
is also phonetically more plausible.

But for all the national sentiment which it shows, 
the Chanson Roland is still a product oi its time, the 
feudal age, and it projects onto tue society wnicn ic 
describes the structures of its own time. The king and 
emperor is also

. . . Carlemagne, sun seignor ki.l nurrit
(CBx 2380)^

and the terms used to denote his rule.
Carle . . . ki France ad en baillie

488)
. . , 11 reis ki dulce Prance tient

(OR; 117)
are, as suggested above^, technical terms of the feudal 
system: Prance, however much the dimensions the poet 
imagines it to have may vary, and also Spain, are ^srr^, 
and thus they are inaeparable from the association^ wnich 
attach to the word. And in the same way, the rrangers, 
the gent de France, the people to whome Prance is ,Tere 
Kaiur, are assimilated into the s: structures: they are
la ^ent Carlun^ or ses Pranoeis5.

li emperere recleimet ses Pranoeis
(CR: 3405)

Si me tolit .xx. milie de mes Pranceis
(CR: 3753)

6

^The places mentioned are illustrated on the map overleaf: 
77. I am grateful to Professor C.E. Pickford for bringing 
the last point to my attention.

the use of norri 'commensal,serviteur*:Codeiroy:s.v.
3
'Cp
Chapter 4.

^^Ru 3303.
^Cf. above: 43-44.
^Cf. also CR:3556,"li emperere reoleimet ses parenz", in 
a lolsse which assonates in ei.
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Nor, even within the Chanson ie Roland, do we notice any 
difference between these expressions and the terms applied 
to Spain and the Saracens: Spain is also nostre tere^, 
and might he held as a fief from Charlemagne,

Qu'il devendrat jointes ses mains, tis horn 
E tute Espaigne tendrat par vostre dun

(CR^ 223-24)2and the Saracens are cil d'Espaigne or Sarrazins 
d'Espaigne^.

What is surprising here is that, although one can 
accept that the Frankish invasions were far enough in the 
past for the Franks to be considered, and to consider 
themselves, as indigenous to France, in spite of their 
Germanic connections^^ one would however, since the 
Moorish invasion was closer in time, and especially in 
the context of the poem, have expected the fact that the 
Saracens were invaders in Spain to have figured largely 
among the reasons for combating them. This does not in 
fact appear to be the case. Although they are at one 
point referred to as "cele gent estrange" (which need not 
imply that they came from any farther afield than 3pain°), 
normally the poet seems to assume that they belong in 
Spain as much as the Franks in France, and in the same 
way. moreover, although the poet does distinguish the 
various foreign groups which fight with the Francs de

2119
^CR: 1081
^CR: 1083
^Ef. the
where Aix
^CR; 1086
^Gf. GR: ,Gf. CR: 839; also above: 42-43; and Godefroy:8.v. estrmigne
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Prance^ — although not systematically and consistently — 
the Sarrazins d'Zscaigne include for example Ethiopians^a 
^hat matters however is not where the people came from 
originally: although there are some, signs of a kind of 
resentment of "foreign" domination^, the processes of 
migration, conquest, and settlement do on the whole seem 
to be regarded with equanimity, there is a certain 
matter-of-factness about Ghee's comment:

Par remuemenz e par changes 
Des languages as gens estranges,
Ki la terre unt sovent conquise,
Sovent perdue, sovent prise.
Sunt 11 nun des viles changied

(W, 3^ ^^75-79)
Rather, it is the fact of possessing the land which counts 
a group which may have an identity independent of any 
territory, as the Saracens seem to have, for example, in 
the Estoire de la muerre siinte, where their occupation 
is conceived of as only temporary.

I'Ospital fud sor la marine 
Ou trop aveit gent Sarazine

(A, EfGS: 2967-68)
aosuires an extra dimension of unity or coherence through
the possession of and attachment to a country, ini^ is 
what we see to a greater extent in the Chanson de Roland, 
where the idea of Spanish-Saracen unity is developed 
together with the idea of Prankish or Prench unity, but

'Of. above: 55.
^"la neire gent" (OR: 1916-17). There seem^ to be
parallel in the use-Qf Engle and inglec^ forall the ^ 
Germanic tribes in England, cf. helberg. Origins: _oj-
164.
^E.g. 01^ 59-60, quoted above: 73; and even here the 
eventual acceptance seems to oe implied: th^re is no 
question of thn barons not accepting an estrange reis.
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it is not foreign to the attitudes underlying other 
texts. It- is in this spirit for example that Wace says 

la terre ad tute avirunee 
Tant cum ele est e lunge e leeg 
la gent, ki esteit senz justise,
Ad tute atraite a suu servise.
Par tut le regne tel pais mist 
Unches reis ainz si grant ne fist

(W, B; 8545-50)
There is, in short, a consciousness of such a thing as 
natienal unity, although this does not ammount to a 
consciousness of a stable institution.

Although the medieval cities were to foster the idea
of belonging and being loyal to a corporate institution,1it has been pointed out^ that "medieval institutions did 
not extend this corporate notion to the whole state", and 
even here the first uses of citeen simply oppose town to 
country, without any idea of corporateness clearly to be 
distinguished from that which is applied to other groups, 
since we do in fact find the expression gent citaaine, 

Granz fu la joie et li raveaus 
Entre la granz genz oitaaine 
Qui le jor orent trait la,paine

(CDN:21150-52)
which is hardly to be distinguished from the parallel 
form of gent de used with the name of a particular city, 
as in:

les genz de Our qui Deu amouent 
E qui par deu se reclamouent 
Guerpirent la citi^ mult tost.
Si /"sn^/ vindrent al rei en I'ost

^By D.F. whitton,"'Cities' and 'citizens' in English and 
French usage"(in Studies in medieval French presented to 
ilfred Ewert(Oxford,lQ61):2j2-4l): 237.
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(A, EG5:

(A, EG3:

2729-37)

2977)

Qo furent li preu Aleman 
Qui grant liu i tindrent cel an 
Z li frere de Tabarie 
la plus lelal gent de 3ulie; .
3i i fu la vaillanz gent de Pise

li reis Guis et la gent de Pise

The usage with ville is similar:
It de ohascune ville la ou il venoit, les gens 

faisoient la fealte I'empereor
(V, CC: 269)

Although a cite could be contained within a terre,
Oeste cite, dont je vos chant, de Nymes 
Est en la terre de mon seignor saint Gile

(ON: 1092-93)
it appears clearly enough from the examples here adduced 
(as also from the passage quoted at the heod of chapter 4) 
that whatever the statute of cities and towns may have 
been in the social organisation of this period, within 
the vocabulary they do not stand outside the general 
scheme of organisation which is discussed here: the 
expressions used in reference to them contain the same 
terms and are structured in the same way as the expressions 
applied to the other groups so far considered. When 
Ambroise, for example, brackets together a number of 
different groups, as in,

Kais teus genz orent I'ovre enprise 
Qui mainte vile aveient prise 
Co erent Norman et Peitevin 
Gascon, Mansel et Angevin 
E de Engleterre en i aveit

the terms which are used all confoj
(A, EGE^ 741-45) 

to the same pattern,
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since, as has already been pointed out, the ethnic 
adjective and the prepositional form ^e with a place name 
are equivalent, and since, even when the word is not
expressed, all these forms of expression suppose ^^nt,1and thus are based on the pair gent and terre .

The same also appears true of whatever other groups 
one might consider. The fundamental distinction between 
Christian and pagan is articulated in the same terms as 
the other distinctions:

Paiene gent oraventer et oonfondre 
Et la lor terre dels a la nostre joindre

75-76)
For iceste grant jent paene 
Fu en esfrei la crestiene

De tote la gent oristiane 

Qui ireit sor les gens herites

or even:
la laie genz ere en discorde

(ODN: 5239-40) 

(A, 42)

(A, 50)

(V, 00^ 97)

While it is not to be denied that there was in the 
Old French period a sentiment that we may consider to be 
analogous to a feeling of nationality, that there was in 
fact a consciousness of a national unity, to the extent 
that a poet of the time felt it necessary to explain the 
disunity of a former age^\ it would appear that the 
vocabulary of this period did not give it a distinct

^Cf. the passage quoted above: 69-70; and the composition 
of the battle order in OR, quoted above: 55.
-Cf B: 2845-46, quoted above: 70
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expression. Although the line
Alemans sunt e si sunt d'Alemaigne

(Cg^ 3038)
might, contrary to the rule, seem to give separate express
ion to ethnic unity and territorial affiliation, the 
feudal implications of the terms used are evident from 
other contexts, in the same poem and elsewhere, and they 
are not fundamentally different. In contrast with the 
vocabulary of classical Latin, structured around two 
different sets of criteria, that of Old French has of 
necessity to categorise all groups, whether they he 
territorial, ethnic, or hound hy personal loyalty, in the
same way: the group is gent, which is linked to the feud 
organisation of society, and the gent which is analogous 
to the modern nation is hound to a terre, a term which 
again is closely connected with the set of feudal terms 
headed hy honour. It is finally with the internal 
organisation of this vocabulary that this

il

study will now
he concerned.
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CHArZER 7

"la langue n'est pas un systsme de signes, male un 
assemblage — dont I't^onomle reste a preciser — 
de structures de signification"

A.J. Greimas^

The present study of part of the vgoabulary of Old 
French assumed as its starting point that the language 
would express in some way the divisions of the civilis
ation of the time, and that this expression would not 
necessarily correspond to that of a previous age, as 
examined in the opening chapters in order to provide a 
basis for comporison. The texts selected as the basis
03 Study were those which seemed likely t:

concerned with the vertical division of the afre
,rtioui'
ei^ne

because they deal with the fortunes of o particular group, 
taken by poet and audience as readily identifiable — the
Unronigue oes aduos de Normandie, the Brut, the Rou are 

or because they deal with expeditions, wars,examples -
and crusades, bringing different groups into conflict — 
such are the Estoire de la guerre sointe and the Chanson ae 
Roland^. Prom a study of these and other texts it appears 
that a great part of the vocabulary which is used to this 
end in hodern French is already existent and in use in 
Old French: the latinism nation is found; peuple and pays,
^Semantique structurale (Paris, 1966): 21.

recent book suggests t"at it is significant that so 
many such texts should have been Norman in origin: of. R.H.C. 1.via. The Normans and their ].:yth (london, 1976) 
15-16; 49 sqq; 124-26.
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used; terre;although not central to the vocabulary, a 
while it has lost the principal meaning which it had in 
Old French, does not appear at first sight to be so far 
removed from the Modern French word; gent, admittedly 
having shed its singular in modern usage, is present in. 
the language today as gens, with a meaning which does no'
seem to the modern reader to cres ent an obstacle to the
comprehension of the text. Only the Middle French1 platinisns patrie , and re^ublique" are missii 
Old French vocabulary, and of these two, repi

-rom th(
rhi -i ue IS

not particularly-associated with the sentiment of 
nationality, as the succession of re^ubliquss in France
with their const Theituticnal changes makes cle^r 
literature of the Third Republic abounds in references to

,3 Ratrie is foreign to theantirepublioan patriots' ______
conception which dominates the Old French period in its 
attribution to the abstracted idea of a country of a role 
which in feudal times belonged to a person.

However, continuity of form does not in any way 
suppose the same continuity in meaning, and even slight 
shifts of meaning which allow the modern reader to 
interpret the Old French text in terms of the senses with 
which he or she is familiar may render the comprehension 
of the text just as uncertain, and in a more insidious 
fashion, as the outright change of content where the 
assumption of the modern sense produces an inoomprehensibl 
reading. Old French nation is a case in point: the

1 DSIF gives the date Iqll for patrie, s.v., and remarks^ 
Fontaine reprochc encore a du Rellay de Ihvoir employe:

"Qui a oafs n'a que faire de patrie". ^"Ver8^1410", DEIF: s.v.
.A VO "istoire Contemporaine (Paris, ld97;Amatole France, _______________1899: 19C1) fur.ishes examples of this.
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examples ^hich are found of this word in the twelfth 
century do not nake sense unless one supposes a totally 
different content for it fro^ that which it possesses in 
the modern language.

But differences in degree can he fully as Important 
as differences in kind, and for none of the words here 
studied can we assume total identity with their modem 
counterparts. Although the listing of the terms which 
occur seems to imply a certain measure of common ground 
between old and Eodern Fr.noh, and although as far as 
France is concerned we would not he totally wrong to 
talk of a consciousness of French nationality in the Gld 
French period, the differences in the applications of the 
terms used, and, just as important, if indeed not more so, 
the different relations between the terms as an ordered 
set, and their different syntactic usages, show a 
completely different conception of the notion which has
here been identified by the necessarily arbitrary 
misleading label of 'nationality'.

in

Without attempting to construct a coherent theory of 
semantics, which would be beyond the scope of such a 
study, and without going into current discussion of rival 
theories of semantics^, it can be assumed that the 
vocabulary is, in Greimas's words, composed of "structures 
de signification", and that the terms which compose these 
structures or sets function in two dimensions: in relation 
to external referents in the universe of the speakers, 
and in relation to other terms in the same set: "II faut 
done supposer que chaque champ oonceptuel a un contenu 
(une "valeur") unltaire et que ce contenu est subdivise

^Cf. G. Beech, Semantics (Harmondsworth, 1574): 361, 
"basic issues are by no means decided in semantics."
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par des oppoaiticna entre des terns ("mots") a I'interieur 
du champ Further, it must he assumed that in
addition to the static pattern of the set of terms as 
elements of the vocabulary, the dynamic syntactic relat
ions which each term may contract in utterances in the 
Irnguage will also play an important part in the 
"6conomie" of these structures.

The first stage therefore in the overall analysis 
of the vocabulary studied is the consideration of the 
applications of the terms concerned. Subsequent to this 
the interrelation of the words and the typical syntagms 
in which they occur will be discussed.

AS has been seen^y in classical latin the vocabulary 
corresponding to the ideas of 'nation' and 'nationality' 
comprised two series of terms which were applied to states 
^nd tribes in accordance with clear criteria: civitas 
being used for tribal states or city states, but supposing 
an ordered constitution, for which the term r spublica 
was used, although the application of this word was 
steadily more limited, and which in its turn supposes rank 
and horizontal divisions. To designate these the 
important terms are pjpulus, end plebs to a lesser extent. 
Other groups, presenting an absence of a constitutional 
structure, tribes, and similarly families or clans within 
ordered states, wnre designated by the terms gens and 
natio.

Although it is possible to divide the 01; French 
vocabulary relating to this topic into two series, the

^Coserlu, "Four une semantique diachronique structurale"
157.pAbove: chapter 1.
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pattern, apart from this superficial similarity is no. 
longer the same. There Is in 01^ French a greater measure 
of fluidity in the vocabulary, and synonyms or near- 
-synonyms ore more readily interchangeable. Thus, while 
terre is the normal word used for a delimited area of land, 
of whatever dimensions, country, province, or domain, 
pais may be found denoting the same referents, even within 
the same sentence, and frequently within the same limited 
context. Similarly, pais may be used as a variant for 
region and contrce which normally denote smaller units.
But this mobility of synonyms does not appear to be 
possible symmetrically: contree or region, for example, 
cannot normally be substituted in the contexts in which 
terre appears, and this is one reason for assuming that 
pals and the terms which may be subsumed under it, contree 

region, terms which are in any case undoubtedly less 
common, form a set apart from terre, and that the synonymy 
of terre and pais, if Indeed one can speak of synonymy, 
is of a particular kind. While pais poses no particular 
problems, and may be assumed to be the do inant term of 
a set of synonyms, terre, although placed in a central 
position from the standpoint adopted by the present study, 
is merely one term of a series, but an especially important 
one for the form of society under consideration. This is 
the series of terms denoting feudal holdings of all kinds, 
fiefs and charges, of which the dominant term is honour. 
Pais and the other terms stand outside this set, but terre,
as are also regne, regnet, is included within it. Thus,
what is denoted by the term terre may also be denoted by 
honour, since terre is one kind of honour, and the relat
ion may go as far as complete reciprocal synonymy, where 
the dominant feudal sense is not necessarily apparent, as 
is shown by a passage in the Occitan Boeois,^
1 In C. Appel, Brovenzalische Chrestomathie, 5th ed, 
(Beipzig, 1920): 147 sqq.
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Corns fo de Roma e ao gran valor 
aprob Kallio, lo rei emperaior: 
el era'l meler de tota la onor

(Roecis: 34-36)
wnere the context clearly indicates th:t terre, or even 
pais or its synonyms, might have been used. 3uch examples 
for Old Rrench would be hard to find, and it is more 
normally pais which is attracted in the other direction
by the importance of the feudal terms, and which, as has1been seen', may tend to appear in the syntactic contexts 
typical to terre. Nonetheless, as is shown for example

terre, while it9by the usage of the Vie de Saint llexis 
is not possible to distinguish clearly ony difference in 
its apolioation from pais — "Tere de France, mult estes 
dulz pais", says Roland (Cl:: 1861) — does, by its place 
in the system of the vocabulary, its inclusion in the set 
of feudal terms, and its possibility of replacement by 
honour, possess a dimension of sense which pais does not,

and this is of coursethat of land as feudal h
reflected in the syntactic usage of the word, 
analysis of this usage will show.

closer

Ph A:e pri/icin syntactic formula which i: i, Oj- ' a< -A- ^ — — V :V -i- w/ -j- aU/ ^

all the feudal terms of Old French is their appearance 
as direct object after tenir with personal subject, and 
often also with a personal prepositional object, indicating 
the overlord. The occurrence of terre, regne, and regret
in t els formula is frequ en t, os the ndicate.
In spits of the measure of overl ap between the terms.
h:we ver, similar example s for 2^ were extremely rare in
the texts chosen for stu dy . Cbviou sly related to this
usage with tenir is the use of terre, and to a certain
^Above: $8-60
2,aoovc 50.
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extent also of pais, with expressions of possession.
Thus the possessive determiner's mor, ton, son, nostre, 
vostre, _lor, ^re regularly found with both pais and 
terre, end to this extent we may say that the two terms 
overlap syntactically as well as semantically. But the 
relationship of possession, and the expressions thereof, 
are not symmetrical, and not all expressions of possession 
can be related to sentences containing tenir, or avoir. 
Expressions which imply owning rather than belonging^, 
that is to say, expressions of the type la terre nostre 
seigneur, or la terre est nostre, are usually only found 
with terre, which as a feudal holding may be, at least 
within certain limits, possessed, and not with pals, 
which does not normally come into this category. It is 
significant that the counterexample of pais used in this 
way,

de cui terre, et de cui pais . . . et de cui maisnie
(V, CC: 370)

quoted above as the epigraph to chapter 5, shows pais 
assimilated into a set of f-udal terms for which this 
type of expression is normal.

Although terre, and similarly regnet, may commonly 
be used in apposition to qualify a proper name, or 
introduce a proper name with de^ usages which are not 
observed for pais, the proper names so categorised as

^Ihe terms external and internal, which are also inadequate, 
are sometimes used to denote this asymmetry of the 
possessive relation by which one may say, for example, in 
Modern French, both mon livrg, and mon genou, but only oe livre est h moi, and not ^oe genou est a moi. In tne 
s/me'way, mon iTvre may be paraphrased both as 21 liZZl 
est ^ moi and 21 livre est de moi, the two different 
rrodings, of which only the first may be said to corres
pond to a sentence i'ai un livre, representing the 
different dimensions of possession.
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as terre do not present exactly the same syntactic 
distribution as the common noun. Only the use as the 
direct object of tenir is observed with proper names such 

France or Espa^ne. The absence pf the possessives with 
proper names however does not authorise any conclusions, 
since the general restrictions of the use of the article 
in Old French would naturally apply to all classes of 
determinants, and ^nostre France, in this period, would 
be as Impossible as ^la France. The occurrence of the 
expressions of the type France la lor terre indicates that 
this lacuna is murely grammatical, since the same consent 
may be expressed in other ways.

The terms in Old French denoting groups of people, 
although historically identical with the two most important 
terms in be tin, show a reversal of fortune which tells 
eloquently of the reversal of circumstances whicn came 
about with the fall of the empire. Whereas in batin 
populus had held the centre of the stage, as it were, 
relegating gens to the periphery, the tribal invasions 
swept away the populus, and in batin documents oi the eany 
Kiddle Ages it is gens which dominates the scene, likewise 
in Old French, gent is the more important term. Feuple 
is used in religious contexts with the sense of 'congreg- 
ation', a reflection of its use in Christian L:;itin, but 
otherwise is usually confined in its application to groups 
which did not possess any particular unity, the undiffer
entiated mass of the population, perhaps it might not be 
an exaggeration to say populace. Gent, on the other hana, 
is used for the cohesive body: the troops under the command 
of their leader, or the totality of the members of the 
feudal chain of dependence, and so it oeiongs witn the 
terms expressing this and the terms of kinship and 
household relations, with lignage, maisnie, and similar 
terms. Thus it is that while peuple and gent, not
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surprisingly in view of the degree of overlap in the 
application of the two words, are both found -ith the 
possessive determinants, as are both pais and terre, 
only gent is found with external forms of possessives.
Here the uses of gent and terre are in parallel: expressions 
of the pattern of la gent Rou, la gent Carlun are of 
frequent occurrence.

This distribution of possessive expressions with 
these four terms, terre, pais, gent, peuplc, is of special 
significance. While there is a sense, for all these terms, 
in which a person may belong to, that is to say, originate

'om, or be a member of, the thing thus des: :ed, and
in which, accordingly, the use of the possessive determin
ant may be justified, as in one of the examples quoted, 
"raler en lor pais" (V, CGa 32), it is only for the terms 
which are p^rt of the feudal system that the sense in 
which the objects denoted may be owned, or rather,
commanded, is relevant. in' this 13 way expressi of
external possession are found normally only with gent an: 
terre. Thus, among the terms denoting land and people, 
the two terms may be distinguished in their application 
and in their syntactic use zs being specialised in 
feudal contexts.

These two terms together constitute a structure of 
meaning which, with its variations, is of notable 
importance. The basic framework of the feudal society oj 
this period may be represented as triangular, composed a! 
it is of the relationship between lord, land ]nd people
For the purposes of this study and from the frequency of 
the occurrence of such expressions as la gent de la teiere.

names, oeus de France, ceu:
22, or, with proper 

se, it is evident
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that the reciprocal relations between any two of the 
three poles are of equal importance, and that the links 
which hold horizontally across what might be called the 
base of the feudal triangle may be considered independently 
without necessarily referring to the third term of the 
framework, la gent de la terre adequately categorises a 
coherent group, and the synonymic or pronominal variations 
which are found of this basic pattern do not alter the 
meaning in any substantial way. Just as li reis mandet 
8a gent, where gent is specified in relation to the lord, 
may be paraphrased as 1^ reis mondet ses hoir.es, or even 
li reis mandet les sue^s, since /^son ^ home or suen ere 
equally terms of the feudal vocabulary, so. when gent 
is determined by reference to the land, as for example 
in "Carles mmndet humes de plnsurs teres" (Cl: 3743), we 
find the same variation in terms: les homes de la terre, 
ceus de la terre, or more commonly, ceus de france. 11 

de la terre is also tc be found, which would seem
to be an instance of the partial synonymy of peuple and 
ger;t, -nd it we ld not be impossible for peuple to be 
attracted into the sphere of more specifically feudal 
terms, but li_ pueple del pais would not be normal at 
this period, elthough it is a synonymic extension of the 
basic cattern, snd one which becomes normal loter as the
feudal terms lose their "ormer importance.

^here proper names are used in this framework, the 
element ^2 /"France 7 may be replaced by the corresponding 
ethnic adjective, and thus la gent de France can be 
expressed also as la fronceise gent, and ceus de France 
as les Fhancels. These terms, France, Franceis, provide 
Old French with an apparatus by '-hich speakers of the 
language may identify themselves as belonging to a 
community, end having a. homeland. It would be easy.
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particularly given the nature of the suhject-'^ntUer of 
much of Old French literature, to exaggerate the signi
ficance of this fact^, and to attribute to the inhabitants 
of Prance in the twelfth century a patriotic sentiment 
which must surely go beyond their cental representation 
of the question when and indeed if they thought about it. 
But this mental representation whatever it may be cannot 
be said to have any validity apart from its reflection 
in the vocabulary of the language as it was used, end it 
would be a falsification to attempt to abstract these 
proper names from the "structures de signification" to 
which they belong and which are represented by the common 
nouns which have been examined here. In terms of these 
common nouns les Frenceis are a gent, the expression ceus 
de France cannot be seen accurately if divorced from 
other expressions such as oes homes. The expressions are 
used, end they do give grounds for talking of a conscious
ness of French nationality in this period. This however 
is an interpretation of o later ege, and when the French 
of the twelfth century call themselves Franceis they do 
so in terms which are feudal, and which do not admit oi 
a representation which goes outside the existing frame
work of the feudal society. French nationality is perhaps 
a legitimate expression to use of this period, but it is 
articulated in terms which are specific to the time.
As the idea of 'nation' which is closer to the modern 
conception appears, the terms in which the twelith 
century expressed its own conception once again take on 
a new configuration, and people and pays become more 
important, new terms are introduced, the former senses of 
^ent end terre are no longer relevant, and the terms

^As indeed there has been a tendency to do on the p^rt of 
some French critics: cf above: 7j-74, the quouauionb ^rom
Bcuphilet and G. Paris
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which remain in use fall into new pstterns
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C0NCIU3I0N

"II est aussi artitraire de faire sortir la la^gue 
de la mentality que la mentality de la langue. 
Toutes deux sent le produit dee circonstances; 
oe sent des faits de civilisation"

Vendryes1

It has not been the central purpose of this study 
either to prove or to disprove such statements as:
"Nationalism as applied to the middle ages is an anachron-2ism; group sentiments remained nearer to tribalism."
Such a judgement is no doubt an accurate summing up of 
the medieval viewpoint in terms of modern labels, but 
when applied to a culture as different from our own as 
that of the Kiddle Ages they remain labels and while they 
aid comprehension by assimilating the unknown to the 
known, in the last resort they do not lead to a deeper 
understanding of the medieval attitude towards this 
subject.

Nor has it been part of the intention to discuss the 
concept of 'nationality'. If indeed such a concept can 
be identified as a constant independent of its expression 
in a given language, then for that very reason it falls 
outside the scope of a linguistic inquiry^. Rather, what

^le lAnvage: introduction linguistique ^ I'histoire (Paris,
l92lTr%7.

leff, Medieval Thought (Harmondsworth, 1958): 81.
^Cf. K. Heger, "les bases methodologiques de I'onomasi- 
ologie et du olasoement par concepts", Travaux de^ ling- 
uistique et de littdrature, 3, i (1965): 7-32.
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has been attempted here is the study of a group of 
expressions existing within the object language, and 
which are applied to the system of social organisation of 
the time, and which, by their articulation as a linguistic 
system, or sub-system, reflect the articulation of the 
entities and relations they denote.

In the study of such a linguistic field as certain 
measure of ontological and methodological confusion is 
difficult to avoid. To posit the existence of the concept 
and thereby of its expression in the language studied is 
in effect to prejudge the issue, and the matter is even 
more delicate when the labels used in the metalanguage to 
indentify the area studied are as tendentious and as 
leading as are 'nation' and 'nationality'. And yet, 
however potentially misleading, these words are only 
working labels and other than as such should not be taken 
to have any significance. They are a convenient device, 
no more, to identify an area of the vocabulary of Old 
French, which can then be studied independently of the 
implications of these terms. It may be assumed that, in
Lyons's words, "between any two societies there will be a1greater or less degree of cultural overlap"^ and that 
the existence of ethnic and territorial groups is just such 
an area of overlap. The content of the terms compared 
may not, in fact is highly unlikely to, be the same, but 
the objects to which the terms are applied can objectively 
be approximately equated. Once the relevant vocabulary 
in the object language has thus been identified however, 
it is that vocabulary itself which must be studied in 
terms of its own particular internal organisation. The 
assumption of a common content between the object language 
and the metalanguage is then replaced by analysis of

'Structural Semantics (Oxford, 1963): 41
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of whnt is peculiar to the object liuguege, end from this 
we arrive at a realisation of the essential differences 
in the Old French viewpoint. It is necessary to assume 
the similarities, but only in order to arrive at a better 
understanding of the contrasts inherent in the use of 
another language reflecting another culture.

In the present case, the assumption has proved to 
be justified. There is a measure of overlap, of common 
content, between latin and Old French, and between Old
French and Kodern French, English, but the common
content of the terms used in the several languages is 
however counterbalanced by the diCferences which in each 
language are inseparably bound together in the expression 
and the different organisation of the vocabulary. It is 
in this way that, in spite of the similarities which 
make comparison possible, the vocabulary reflects the 
society which uses it.

Thus the latiu vocabulary envisages the individual 
as belonging to groaps basically in two ways: as oivis, 
member of a populus possibly, belonging to a oivitas, 
and also as member of a family or tribal group, the gens. 
These two interpretations are hot incompatible, and any 
one group can be considered in either light. But in each 
case it is the community which is of primary importance. 
There is no term specifically reserved for the area of 
attachment as such of the group. It is only later that 
oivitas acquires a concrete sense, and. it is at the same 
time that the vocabulary as it was previously is super
seded by a new organisation of the terms, which gives 
importance to terre, referring to areas which can be 
identified with modern countries, or with smaller areas, 
and which is inserted in a set of terms specifically
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feudal, and which is linked with gent, denoting the 
people, the inhabitants, but itself also a feudal term. 
The specific character of this vocabulary in Old Prench 
is that gent, as opposed to people, denotes the feudal 
group, and thus, while it is possible to see how Prance 
and Pranceis can be used to denote a nation and a 
nationality, corresponding to what is so referred to in 
modern European la guages, they are in Old French 
feudal expressions, and for Old French the definition 
of nationality and its expression are feudal.
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